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Resumo
Repositórios de dados na Web normalmente ontêm referênias para milhares de entida-des do mundo real. Não é inomum que múltiplas entidades ompartilhem um mesmorótulo (hom�nimos) e que variações distintas de rótulos sejam assoiadas a uma mesmaentidade (sin�nimos), o que frequentemente onduz a interpretações ambíguas. Varia-ções e erros de gra�as, siglas e formas abreviadas ontribuem para tornar o problemaainda mais difíil. Resolver este problema requer identi�ar quais rótulos orrespon-dem a uma mesma entidade do mundo real, um proesso onheido omo resolução deentidades. Uma abordagem para resolver o problema é seleionar um identi�ador deautoridade para ada entidade, bem omo, uma lista de formas variantes usadas pararefereniá-la � uma estrutura de dados onheida omo arquivo de autoridade.O objetivo desta tese é propor um novo método de gerar arquivos de autoridadebaseado em informações disponíveis na Web. O método onsiste em oletar informa-ções sobre as referênias a entidades, submetê-las omo onsultas a uma máquina debusa Web, analisar o onjunto resposta e extrair informações para desambiguar asreferênias. Um arabouço genério e on�gurável, hamado WER (do inglês, Web-based Entity Resolution), foi implementado e validado. Experimentos om três basesde dados distintas mostram que esse método supera os métodos de referênia seleio-nados para omparação, alançando ganhos na métria pairwise F1 de até 125%. Umaespeialização do arabouço para resolução de nomes de autores em itações bibliográ-�as também é apresentada. Tal solução usa heurístias para identi�ar doumentosontendo itações de um únio autor e um proedimento de agrupamento que oloaem um mesmo grupo itações enontradas em um mesmo doumento. É feita umaomparação dessa solução espeí�a om a solução genéria.Palavras-have: Resolução de Entidades, Arquivos de Autoridade, Máquina de BusaWeb, Desambiguação de Nomes, Agrupamento.
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Abstrat
Web data repositories usually ontain referenes to thousands of real-world entities,originated from multiple soures. It is not unommon that multiple entities sharea same label (polysemes) and that distint label variations are assoiated with thesame entity (synonyms), whih frequently leads to ambiguous interpretations. Further,spelling variants, aronyms, abbreviated forms, and misspellings ompound to makethe problem worst. Solving this problem requires identifying whih labels orrespondto a same real-world entity, a proess that is known as entity resolution. One approahto solve the entity resolution problem is to selet an authority identi�er for eah entity,as well as a list of variant forms�a data struture known as an authority �le.The objetive of this thesis is to propose a new method of generating authority�les based on information available in the Web. The method onsists of gathering infor-mation on entity referenes, submitting them as queries to a Web searh engine, pars-ing the answer set, and extrating information to disambiguate referenes. We presentthe design, implementation, and validation of a generi and on�gurable frameworkfor entity resolution and reation of authority �les, alled WER�Web-based EntityResolution. Experiments on three distint datasets suggest that the method far outper-forms seleted baselines, ahieving gains in the pairwise F1 metri up to 125%. We alsopresent a speialization of the framework for author name resolution in bibliographiitations. It uses heuristis to identify douments ontaining itations of a single au-thor and a lustering proedure that groups itations in a same doument together.We ompare suh spei� solution with the generi one.
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Resumo Estendido
IntroduçãoA tarefa de identi�ar diferentes referênias a uma mesma entidade do mundo real emgrandes repositórios de dados é árdua. Por exemplo, espera-se que serviços de atálogode produtos disponíveis na Web gerem informação relaionada aos produtos de interessedo usuário. Entretanto, dado que rótulos similares podem ser usados para refereniarprodutos distintos em páginas diferentes da Web, produtos não relaionados à intençãodo usuário podem apareer no onjunto resposta. Para ilustrar, enquanto �ImpressoraHP O�ejet J3680 tudo-em-uma Fax, Sanner, Copiadora�, �Impressora Multifunio-nal HP CB071A#A2L J3680 O�ejet� e �Impressora Multifunional Hewlett PakardO�ejet 3680 (CB071A)� se referem a uma mesma impressora, �Impressora HP Of-�ejet J4580 tudo-em-uma Fax, Sanner, Copiadora� orresponde a uma impressoradiferente.Biblioteas digitais neessitam manter metadados de itações bibliográ�as ole-tados de várias fontes e enfrentam um problema similar. Além de dados repliados, éomum enontrarmos nomes de autores ambíguos em itações bibliográ�as. A ambi-guidade pode oorrer devido à existênia de múltiplos autores om um mesmo nome(hom�nimos) ou diferentes variações de nomes para um mesmo autor (sin�nimos).Dadas várias referênias a entidades, tais omo rótulos de produtos ou itaçõesbibliográ�as, o proesso de identi�ar quais delas orrespondem a umamesma entidadedo mundo real é onheido omo resolução de entidades. Um mesmo registro, ompostode um ou mais atributos, pode onter referênias a múltiplas distintas entidades. Porexemplo, uma itação bibliográ�a pode onter atributos tais omo nomes dos autores,título do trabalho e nome do veíulo de publiação, ada atributo orrespondendo a umaentidade distinta. Isto é, nós podemos querer enontrar os registros que se referem a ummesmo veíulo de publiação ou que se referem a um mesmo autor ou que se referem aum mesmo artigo (útil para enontrar itações repliadas) � três entidades distintas.Nos dois primeiros asos, a entidade a ser desambiguada onsiste de um atributo doxvii



registro, e no último aso, ela onsiste de todo o registro. Assim, está laro que aentidade a ser desambiguada deve ser forneida omo entrada. Nós frequentemente nosreferimos ao registro omposto de atributos omo referênia a entidade. Entretanto,pode ser que os atributos sirvam om referênia a múltiplas entidades. Nesse aso, éneessário deixar explíito qual atributo será onsiderado omo a referênia a entidadea ser desambiguada.Nos asos de identi�ar réplias, alguns trabalhos também tratam o problema dejuntar as referênias repliadas gerando uma forma an�nia para ada entidade. Nosasos em que a entidade a ser desambiguada onsiste de somente um dos atributosdas referênias a entidades, alguns trabalhos também obtêm um nome de autoridade(nome an�nio) para ada entidade e mantêm uma lista de formas variantes usadaspara refereniar a ela, gerando um arquivo de autoridade. A abordagem deste traba-lho é gerar arquivos de autoridade, nós não temos omo objetivo juntar referênias aentidades dupliadas.Nesta tese, nós apresentamos uma abordagem baseada na Web para o problemade resolução de entidades, a qual nós nos referimos omo WER (do inglês Web-basedEntity Resolution). Nós onstruímos um arabouço genério e on�gurável para tratarom várias instânias do problema de resolução de entidades, o qual permite o de-senvolvimento de soluções fáeis e onvenientes para novos domínios. Nós disutimosuma solução espeí�a para resolução de nomes de autores, odi�ada usando nossoarabouço.Dado um onjunto de referênias a entidades de um domínio espeí�o, nossasolução WER é omposta de quatro passos: (1) de ada referênia a uma entidade, gereuma onsulta, submeta-a a uma máquina de busa Web e olete os m doumentos dotopo do onjunto resposta, (2) do onjunto de doumentos oletados para ada onsulta,extraia alguns atributos tais omo URLs, títulos, textos dos doumentos, nomes esiglas usadas para referir à entidade, (3) aplique um proedimento de agrupamentopara agrupar as referênias a entidades, tal que ada grupo represente um entidadedistinta do mundo real, e (4) gere um arquivo de autoridade seleionando um nomeem ada grupo para ser o nome an�nio da entidade. Nossa abordagem é singular,porque ombina os atributos originais om os atributos extraídos da Web para melhoraro proedimento de agrupamento.As prinipais ontribuições desta tese são: (1) um novo método que usa infor-mação disponível na Web omo uma fonte adiional de evidênia para resolução deentidades e riação de arquivos de autoridade. Esse método, o qual inlui heurístiasespeí�as para extrair informação pertinente de doumentos Web, onduz a resultadosmelhores quando omparados a soluções estado da arte para o problema; (2) um ara-xviii



bouço on�gurável que permite modelar onvenientemente diferentes estratégias pararesolução de entidades e avaliar seus resultados; (3) uma validação empíria da nossasolução para o problema de resolução de entidades om experimentos extensivos; (4)uma implementação personalizada de nossa solução para desambiguar nomes de auto-res (em itações bibliográ�as), bem omo sua omparação om uma implementaçãovariante (da mesma solução) sobre nosso arabouço on�gurável.A Abordagem WERNo problema de resolução de entidades, nós reebemos omo entrada um onjunto deregistros R = {r1, r2, ..., rn}, onde ada registro ri tem atributos ri.A1, ri.A2, ..., ri.Ak,os quais nós hamamos de atributos espeí�os do domínio. A referênia para a enti-dade a ser desambiguada, a qual nós nos referimos omo entidade primária, pe, tambémé forneida omo entrada. O problema de resolução de entidades onsiste em (i) deter-minar o onjunto E = {e1, e2, ..., em} de entidades distintas do mundo real relaionadasà entidade primária pe e (ii) assoiar a ada registro ri a orrespondente (orreta)entidade ej ∈ E . O número m de entidades distintas não é forneido omo entrada.Um arquivo de autoridade é um índie de registros de autoridade, onde adaregistro representa uma entidade, mantém um abeçalho para ser o rótulo de autoridadee uma lista de variações de rótulos usados para se referir à entidade, hamados dereferênias ruzadas. Os abeçalhos e as referênias ruzadas são usadas por um sistemade busa quando um usuário pesquisa por dados relaionados a uma entidade. Porexemplo, em um arquivo de autoridade de nomes de autores, ada registro representaum autor, seu nome ompleto poderia ser esolhido para ser o abeçalho enquanto osoutros nomes poderiam ser mantidos omo formas alternativas usadas para se referiràquele autor. Um usuário pode pesquisar por publiações de um autor usando qualquerum de seus nomes. Dado um onjunto de registros R e uma entidade primária pe, umarquivo de autoridade pode ser gerado depois de se resolver o problema de resolução deentidades. Desde que ada grupo representa uma entidade, é su�iente seleionar, paraada um, um abeçalho relaionado a pe para ser o rótulo de autoridade da entidade.A abordagem WER usa a Web om uma fonte de informação adiional pararesolução de entidades e riação de arquivos de autoridade. Segue abaixo um resumodos prinipais passos do nosso método:
• Passo 1 (Coletando informação da Web): Submeta onsultas a uma máquina debusa Web e olete os m doumentos do topo dos onjuntos respostas. Cadaonsulta é formada pelos valores de um subonjunto de atributos espeí�os doxix



domínio de ada registro ri na entrada. O subonjunto de atributos usados paraompor a onsulta é seleionado pelo usuário.
• Passo 2 (Extraindo informação dos doumentos): Extraia atributos inferidos daWeb para ada registro ri analisando os doumentos no onjunto resposta asso-iado a sua onsulta. Os atributos inferidos da Web são, por exemplo, URLs,títulos, textos dos doumentos, nomes e siglas. Em prinípio, todos podem serusados para referir à entidade.
• Passo 3 (Agrupando registros): Agrupe os registros usando uma ombinação dosatributos originais espeí�os do domínio e dos inferidos da Web.
• Passo 4 (Gerando um arquivo de autoridade): Gere um arquivo de autoridadeseleionando um nome em ada grupo para ser o nome an�nio da entidade.Extraindo Informação dos DoumentosOs doumentos retornados por ada onsulta assoiada ao registro ri são usados parase extrair novos atributos para ri (Passo 2), os quais nós nos referimos omo atributosinferidos da Web. Os detalhes desse passo são apresentados a seguir.Extraindo Atributos de ada DoumentoNesta tese, nós propomos um método para extrair os seguintes ino atributos: URL,título e texto de um doumento, abeçalho e sigla para a entidade primária. Formal-mente, seja Di o onjunto dos m doumentos no topo do onjunto resposta da onsultaassoiada ao registro ri. O onjunto de todos os doumentos oletados forma a subo-leção de doumentos Web D. De ada doumento dj ∈ D, nós extraímos valores paraos seguintes atributos: URL (dj.Burl), título (dj.Btitulo), texto (dj .Btexto), abeçalho(dj.Bcabec) e sigla (dj.Bsigla). A extração dos três primeiros atributos é direta. dj.Burlé a URL assoiada om o doumento, dj.Btitulo é o título do doumento, isto é, o textoentre os elementos HTML <title> e </title>, e dj.Btexto é o onteúdo do texto dodoumento.Para extrair o abeçalho assoiado om o doumento dj ∈ Di, nós primeiro que-bramos o texto do doumento em frases, onde ada frase é formada por uma sequêniade palavras delimitadas por maras de pontuação. Depois, nós extraímos a frase maissimilar ao valor do atributo de ri orresponde à entidade primária. A similaridade ébaseada em uma função tal omo o oe�iente de similaridade de Jaard. Abreviaçõesxx



simples são expandidas, omo aquelas que asam om o iníio de uma palavra. Se aexpansão for bem suedida, a forma expandida é onsiderada omo uma andidatapara o abeçalho.Quando o valor do atributo do abeçalho é um texto urto (uma ou duas palavras)e a palavra é identi�ada omo uma sigla, então essa sigla é expandida ontra as frasesextraídas de dj (isto é, para ada letra na sigla tenta-se assoiar uma palavra). A fraseom o mais alto oe�iente de expansão, mais alto que um dado limiar, é esolhido omoo abeçalho. Para siglas de entidades bem onheidas, a máquina de busa geralmenteretorna a sigla e o nome longo da entidade nos doumentos, porque as duas formasestão frequentemente juntas.Do texto de dj, nós extraímos uma sigla (se ela existir) que asa om o abeçalhoextraído. Candidatas a sigla devem ter pelo menos duas letras maiúsulas. O métodode expansão tenta asar letras iniiais, abreviações e onversões omuns, omo �2� e�to� em inglês. Um oe�iente de expansão é omputado omo a taxa de símbolos dasigla que foram expandidos. A sigla om o mais alto oe�iente de expansão, mais altoque um dado limiar, é extraída para representar a sigla assoiada om dj .Compondo os Atributos Inferidos da WebUsando os atributos extraídos dos doumentos Di retornados pela onsulta assoiadaao registro ri, nós de�nimos valores para os seguintes atributos inferidos da Web para
ri: onjunto de URLs dos doumentos (ri.Burl), onjunto de títulos dos doumentos(ri.Btitulo), onjunto de textos dos doumentos (ri.Btexto), abeçalho de ri (ri.Bcabec),e sigla de ri, se ela existir (ri.Bsigla). Esses atributos são de�nidos omo expliado aseguir.Os valores para os atributos onjuntos de URLs, títulos e textos para o registro
ri são obtidos dos doumentos dj ∈ Di, respetivamente, omo:

ri.Burl =
⋃

j

dj.Burl

ri.Btitulo =
⋃

j

dj.Btitulo

ri.Btexto =
⋃

j

dj.BtextoNós seleionamos o abeçalho om a mais alta soma de similaridades em relaçãoaos outros abeçalhos extraídos de Di omo sendo o atributo abeçalho para o registroxxi



ri. Seja simH(dj.Bcabec, dk.Bcabec) a função que retorna a similaridade entre as adeiasde arateres dj.Bcabec e dk.Bcabec. Então, nós omputamos a soma de similaridadesentre as adeias de arateres dj.Bcabec e dk.Bcabec, ∀dj , dk ∈ Di, omo segue:
sumSim(dj .Bcabec) =

∑

k 6=j

simH(dj .Bcabec, dk.Bcabec) (1)E então, o valor para o atributo abeçalho para o registro ri é omputado omo:
ri.Bcabec = dj.Bcabec, tal que dj.Bcabec tem a máxima sumSim(dj.Bcabec) (2)Nós seleionamos a sigla mais frequente obtida dos doumentos dj ∈ Di omo ovalor do atributo sigla para o registro ri. Seja aCount(dj.Bsigla) a função que onta onúmero de oorrênias de ada sigla distinta e não nula dj.Bsigla. Então, o valor parao atributo sigla para o registro ri é omputado omo:
ri.Bsigla = dj.Bsigla, tal que dj.Bsigla tem a máxima aCount(dj.Bsigla) (3)

Agrupando RegistrosPara agrupar dados (Passo 3), nós usamos os valores dos atributos espeí�os do do-mínio e atributos inferidos da Web. Cada grupo é esperado representar uma entidadedistinta do mundo real. O proedimento de agrupamento omputa a similaridade par-a-par dos registros ri e rj usando a função de similaridade, sim(ri, rj), baseada em umaombinação linear de funções de similaridade que omparam os valores dos atributosassoiados om ada registro. Seja Fp(ri, rj) a função de similaridade para o pesimoatributo dos registros ri and rj, e seja wp um peso assoiado om o pesimo atributo.Então, nós de�nimos






sim(ri, rj) =
∑

p wp × Fp(ri, rj)
∑

p wp = 1
(4)As funções de similaridade para ada um dos atributos inferidos da Web sãoomputadas omo a seguir. xxii



Furl(ri, rj) =

{

1.0 se |ri.Burl ∩ rj .Burl| ≥ q, q > 0
p

q
se |ri.Burl ∩ rj .Burl| = p, 0 ≤ p < qonde q é um parâmetro de�nido empiriamente, orrespondendo ao número requeridode URLs em omum nos dois onjuntos.

Ftitulo(ri, rj) = simT (ri.Btitulo, rj .Btitulo)Analogamente à função Ftitulo(ri, rj), nós de�nimos as funções Ftexto(ri, rj)e Fcabec(ri, rj) usando as funções de similaridade simX(ri.Btexto, rj.Btexto) e
simH(ri.Bcabec, rj.Bcabec), respetivamente, onde simT , simX e simH são quaisquerfunções de similaridade de adeias de arateres, tais omo oe�iente de Jaard ousimilaridade do osseno.Finalmente,

Fsigla(ri, rj) =











1.0 se ri.Bsigla = rj .Bsigla e ri.Bsigla não é nulo
0.0 se ri.Bsigla 6= rj .Bsigla

v se ri.Bsigla é nulo e rj.Bsigla é nulo, 0.0 ≤ v ≤ 1.0onde v é um parâmetro de�nido empiriamente, usado quando não há nenhuma siglaem omum.Para o agrupamento de registros, nós podemos usar um proedimento de agru-pamento baseado em qualquer ténia, tal omo K-vizinhos-mais-próximos (KNN) ouo agrupamento aglomerativo hierárquio (HAC).
Gerando um Arquivo de AutoridadeNo Passo 4, nós geramos um arquivo de autoridade. Desde que ada grupo ck geradono Passo 3 representa uma entidade distinta do mundo real ek ∈ E então, ele representaum registro de autoridade ark, e nós armazenamos uma ligação para os registros que eleagrupa. Ainda, nós armazenamos o onjunto de valores dos atributos de seus registrosorrespondentes à entidade primária, o qual ompreende o atributo referênias ruzadas
ark.Acruz. E ainda, nós de�nimos seu atributo abeçalho ark.Acabec, omputado omosegue.Analogamente à Eq. (1) e à Eq. (2), nós omputamos o atributo abeçalho
ark.Acabec para o registro de autoridade ark, onde ada ri.Bcabec é o abeçalho doxxiii



registro ri ∈ ck, omo segue:
sumSim(ri.Bcabec) =

∑

j 6=i

simH(ri.Bcabec, rj.Bcabec)

ark.Acabec = ri.Bcabec, tal que ri.Bcabec tem a máxima sumSim(ri.Bcabec)Se uma sigla existir para qualquer registro em ck, nós omputamos o atributo sigla
ark.Asigla para o registro de autoridade ark e o onatenamos ao abeçalho, dando maisinformação sobre a entidade. Analogamente à Eq. (3), ele é omputado omo:

ark.Asigla = ri.Bsigla, tal que ri.Bsigla tem a máxima aCount(ri.Bsigla)

Con�gurações do Arabouço WERNós implementamos um arabouço genério e on�gurável para resolução de entidades eriação de arquivos de autoridade. O arabouço é omposto de lasses, orrespondendoaos passos da abordagem WER. Essas lasses ontêm operações básias para resoluçãode entidades e riação de arquivos de autoridade genérios, e podem ser estendidaspara apliações de domínio espeí�o.O arabouço WER é on�gurável e o usuário pode, por exemplo, de�nir os atri-butos dos registros, seleionar os atributos para ompor as onsultas, o atributo orres-pondente à entidade primária, o tipo do doumento a ser oletado (texto resumido outexto ompleto), as funções de similaridade a serem usadas para omparar adeias dearateres na extração de informação e no proedimento de agrupamento (ex: distâniade edição, oe�iente de Jaard e osseno), o proedimento de agrupamento e os pesosa serem usados nas funções de similaridade do agrupamento.O arabouço WER também implementa algumas métrias para avaliar os agru-pamentos, tais omo a métria K, pairwise F1 e luster F1. Ele é útil para simulações,permitindo modelar diferentes estratégias para resolução de entidades e para medirseus resultados. xxiv



Avaliação ExperimentalPara demonstrar a efetividade dos atributos inferidos da Web, nós avaliamos o métodoWER usando funções de similaridade apliadas somente a eles, sem ombiná-los om osatributos espeí�os do domínio. O objetivo dos nossos experimentos foi omparar talestratégia ontra um método de referênia (baseline) que usa o mesmo proedimentode agrupamento e as mesmas funções de similaridade, porém, apliadas somente aatributos espeí�os do domínio.Nos experimentos mostrados, para todas as funções de similaridade que ompa-ram atributos do tipo adeia de arateres, nós usamos o oe�iente de similaridadede Jaard, para ambos, o método de referênia e o WER. Nós experimentamos outrasfunções de similaridade tais omo distânia de edição, osseno e Jaard ombinadoom distânia de edição. Para todas elas, as diferenças nos resultados foram similaresà Jaard. E ainda, nós ajustamos os pesos das ontribuições das funções de similari-dade para obter os melhores resultados, tanto para o método de referênia quanto parao WER. Para o proedimento de agrupamento, os resultados relatados se referem aoKNN, desde que ele se mostrou melhor do que o HAC, que também experimentamos.Para obter informação da Web, nós submetemos onsultas usando a API GoogleSearh e oletamos os 10 textos resumidos no topo do resultado de ada onsulta.Nós avaliamos o WER apliado aos seguintes três problemas: resolução de des-rições de impressoras, títulos de veíulos de publiação e nomes de autores. Cada umdos problemas usou uma base de dados distinta. A base de dados de desrições deimpressoras foi oletada a partir de onsultas ao Google's Produt Searh usando des-rições de impressoras obtidas de sítios de fabriantes de impressoras. Ela é ompostade 2.169 adeias de arateres distintas de desrições de impressoras, distribuídas em158 grupos, ontendo em média 13, 7 adeias por grupo. A base de dados para o pro-blema de resolução de títulos de veíulos de publiação ontém itações bibliográ�asoletadas a partir de onsultas ao Google Sholar usando nomes de professores de qua-tro departamentos de iênia da omputação das prinipais universidades amerianas.Ela é omposta de 16.689 registros de itações ontendo 8.399 adeias de arateresdistintas para o título do veíulo de publiação. Nós avaliamos uma amostra aleatóriadessa base ontendo 691 adeias de arateres distintas, distribuídas em 110 grupos,ontendo em média 6, 3 adeias por grupo. E a base de dados para o problema deresolução de nomes de autores ontém itações bibliográ�as oletadas da DBLP. Elaé omposta de 8.442 registros de itações, om 480 autores distintos, divididos em 14grupos ambíguos.A Tabela 1 apresenta os resultados omparando o WER e o método de referêniaxxv



para ada um dos três problemas. A tereira linha de ada omparação mostra osganhos do WER, os quais são estatistiamente signi�ativos, exeto para a métrialuster F1 (F1) para os dois últimos problemas. Os resultados em luster F1 sãobaixos porque as bases de dados ontêm muitos grupos grandes, ontendo ada ummuitas formas variantes, o que torna difíil obter grupos totalmente orretos.Método Problema K (%) pF1 (%) F1 (%)WER impressora 76.2 ± 1.8 63.9 ± 2.0 6.3 ± 1.0baseline impressora 51.6 ± 2.1 28.4 ± 1.9 0.2 ± 0.2ganhos do WER 47.7 125.0 3050.0WER vei. publiação 75.4 ± 3.2 37.5 ± 3.6 27.6 ± 3.3baseline vei. publiação 67.2 ± 3.5 19.3 ± 2.9 25.1 ± 3.2ganhos do WER 12.2 94.3 10.0WER autores 72.6 ± 5.0 66.4 ± 9.3 3.8 ± 1.7baseline autores 55.9 ± 3.6 37.3 ± 7.7 5.1 ± 2.2ganhos do WER 28.1 78.0 -25.5Tabela 1. Comparação do WER ontra métodos de referênia (baselines) paraos problemas de resolução de desrições de impressoras, veíulos de publiaçãoe nomes de autores. Todos os métodos usam a função de similaridade baseadano oe�iente de Jaard para omparar adeias de arateres e o proedimentode agrupamento KNN. Cada élula mostra o valor obtido pelo método para asmétrias K, pairwise F1 (pF1) e luster F1 (F1), e seus intervalos om 95% deon�ança. Para ada problema, a tereira linha mostra os ganhos do WER, ujosvalores em negrito são estatistiamente signi�antes.Manualmente veri�ando os resultados dos agrupamentos, nós pudemos on�rmarque adeias de arateres similares tais omo �Impressora HP O�ejet J3680 tudo-em-uma Fax, Sanner, Copiadora� e �Impressora HP O�ejet J4580 tudo-em-umaFax, Sanner, Copiadora�, desrevendo impressoras distintas, foram oloadas em ummesmo grupo pelo método de referênia e em grupos distintos pelo WER. Também,adeias de arateres om pouas palavras em omum, tais omo �Impressora HP O�-ejet J3680 tudo-em-uma Fax, Sanner, Copiadora� e �Impressora Multifunional HPCB071A#A2L J3680 O�ejet�, desrevendo uma mesma impressora, foram oloadasem um mesmo grupo pelo WER e em grupos distintos pelo método de referênia. Emambos os asos, as URLs foram importantes para desambiguá-las. Resultados similaresoorrem nas outras duas bases de dados, sendo que no problema de títulos de veíulosde publiação as siglas também desempenham um papel importante na desambiguação.Nós analisamos asos de falhas do WER e enontramos erros para desambiguar,por exemplo, impressoras que possuem variações de um mesmo modelo, tais omo�Impressora Laser HP P3005�, �Impressora Laser HP P3005d� e �Impressora LaserHP P3005dn�. Elas têm adeias de arateres similares e suas onsultas retornamxxvi



algumas URLs em omum, o que faz om que o WER oloque-as em um mesmo grupo,mesmo sendo impressoras distintas. Nesse aso, o método de referênia também produzresultados inorretos.Nós também avaliamos a qualidade dos abeçalhos dos arquivos de autoridadegerados pelo WER, omparando-os om as adeias de arateres originais orrespon-dentes às desrições de impressoras, aos títulos de veíulos de publiação e aos nomesde autores. Os resultados mostram que o WER obtém melhores desrições para 40, 7%das impressoras, om uma taxa de erro de 7, 4%, obtém melhores títulos de veíulos depubliação para 25, 0% dos títulos, om uma taxa de erro de 6, 5%, e obtém um nomeexpandido orreto para 27, 4% dos autores, om uma taxa de erro de 4, 7%.Uma Solução Espeí�a para Resolução de Nomesde AutoresNossa proposta de extrair informação da Web para ajudar no proesso de desambi-guação de entidades pode ser espeializado para algumas apliações. Nesse aso, nóspodemos usar onheimento espeí�o sobre a apliação para apliar heurístias quepodem melhorar os resultados. Nós apliamos essa ideia para desenvolver uma soluçãoespeí�a para resolução de nomes de autores.Em nossos experimentos na resolução de nomes de autores, nós submetemos on-sultas a uma máquina de busa objetivando enontrar doumentos ontendo publia-ções dos autores. E então, nós on�amos no fato de que se duas ou mais onsultasretornam doumentos em omum, isso pode indiar que tais doumentos ontêm pu-bliações de um mesmo autor. De fato, isso é verdade para muitos doumentos. Noentanto, há muitos outros que ontém publiações de autores distintos, tais omo tex-tos de artigos ou páginas de artigos em biblioteas digitais que também ontém suasreferênias bibliográ�as, ou listas de artigos de uma revista ou edição de uma on-ferênia. Nós podemos tirar vantagem de onheer tais propriedades espeí�as daapliação e usar algumas heurístias para determinar quais são os doumentos quepodem efetivamente ajudar no proesso de desambiguação de nomes de autores.Nossa solução espeí�a é similar a nossa solução genéria no sentido que nóssubmetemos onsultas a uma máquina de busa usando os valores dos atributos dasitações de entrada, oletamos e extraímos informação dos doumentos dos onjuntosrespostas das onsultas e apliamos um proedimento de agrupamento para agruparitações de um mesmo autor. A prinipal diferença é que nós usamos onheimentoespeí�o sobre a apliação para lassi�ar os doumentos em ordem de importâniaxxvii



para o proesso de desambiguação. Nossa solução espeí�a é baseada em: (1) iden-ti�ar doumentos de um únio autor, isto é, doumentos ontendo itações de umaúnia pessoa, tal omo um urríulo, (2) ponderar os doumentos, gerando uma ordemde sua importânia no proesso de desambiguação e (3) apliar um proedimento deagrupamento espeí�o usando os doumentos de um únio autor e o ordenamento dosdoumentos.Para identi�ar um doumento de um únio autor, nós prouramos pelo nomede autor no título da página de um doumento, em sua URL e no iníio de seu texto.No último aso, nós tentamos identi�ar urríulos, onde o nome do autor apareeno iníio do doumento junto om palavras tais omo �urriulum vitae�, �urríulo�,�nome�, �endereço� e �fone�. Se um nome de autor aparee sozinho em um desses trêslugares e o mesmo nome aparee em todas as itações enontradas no doumento, entãoo doumento é onsiderado de um únio autor.A importânia de ada doumento no proesso de desambiguação é quanti�adausando a frequênia inversa do servidor (IHF, inverse host frequeny). A IHF quanti�aa raridade relativa de um servidor na Internet, semelhante à frequênia inversa dodoumento (IDF), usada em reuperação de informação. A ideia é que páginas desítios Web raros têm mais importânia no proesso de desambiguação do que as desítios omuns, tais omo páginas de biblioteas digitais.Finalmente, nós usamos um proedimento de agrupamento aglomerativo hierár-quio que agrupa itações enontradas em doumentos de um únio autor om altoIHF. Tais doumentos são provavelmente urríulos ou páginas pessoais ontendo i-tações de uma únia pessoa. Para os doumentos de um únio autor om baixo IHF,o WER agrupa somente aquelas itações que forem também enontradas juntas emoutros doumentos. Tais doumentos são provavelmente páginas de autores em biblio-teas digitais, e nós prouramos por mais evidênias para agrupar suas itações, desdeque biblioteas digitais podem onter erros.Resultados experimentais mostram que nossa solução espeí�a para resolução denomes de autores produz melhores resultados do que nossa solução genéria e do queoutros dois métodos não supervisionados propostos na literatura. E é estatistiamenteequivalente a um método supervisionado baseado no SVM, tendo a vantagem de nãoneessitar de dados para treinamento.
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ConlusõesNós apresentamos um novo método que usa informação extraída da Web para resolu-ção de entidades e riação de arquivos de autoridade. Nós propusemos uma sequêniade passos para submeter onsultas a uma máquina de busa, extrair informação dosdoumentos no onjunto resposta e riar agrupamentos de registros baseados nas in-formações extraídas. Nós tiramos vantagem dos so�stiados proedimentos de busae dos grandes repositórios implementados pelas máquinas de busa modernas. Nossométodo é genério e pode ser apliado a diferentes tipos de entidades. Nós implemen-tamos um arabouço on�gurável ontendo operações básias para resolução genériade entidades e riação de arquivos de autoridade, que pode ser estendido para aplia-ções de domínio espeí�o. Ele é útil para simulações, permitindo modelar diferentesestratégias para resolução de entidades e medir seus resultados.Nossos resultados indiam grandes ganhos na qualidade da resolução de entida-des quando apliados em três bases de dados distintas, alançando ganhos de até 125%na métria pairwise F1. Na riação de arquivos de autoridade, nosso método é apazde estender formas abreviadas e obter nomes an�nios de boa qualidade, e tambémpode produzir siglas automatiamente. Nós também apresentamos uma solução espe-ializada para resolução de nomes de autores, que obtém melhores resultados quandoomparados a métodos de referênia não supervisionados, e é estatistiamente empa-tado om um método supervisionado, o qual requer rotulação humana e muito tempode treinamento.Há muitas direções interessantes que podemos seguir para trabalhos futuros. Emnossos experimentos, nós não obtivemos bons resultados usando os atributos onjuntode títulos e onjunto de textos inferidos da Web. Nós pretendemos investigar melhoromo usá-los porque eles ontêm informação valorosa. Também, nós pretendemosestudar o uso de métodos supervisionados tais omo o SVM ou o Random Forests paraombinar os pesos e as funções de similaridades.No ampo de biblioteas digitais, para nossa solução de resolução de nomes deautores, nós pretendemos extrair informações tais omo e-mail, endereço, a�liação e no-mes ompletos de autores dos doumentos de um únio autor para ajudar no proessode desambiguação. Essas informações estão normalmente disponíveis em urríulosdos autores. Extração de nomes ompletos de autores é também importante para riararquivos de autoridade de nomes de autores. Nós também podemos ombinar estraté-gias para desambiguar nomes de autores e títulos de veíulos de publiação ao mesmotempo. Usando nosso método, nós pretendemos desenvolver melhores estratégias paraavaliar a qualidade da pesquisa das instituições brasileiras.xxix
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Chapter 1Introdution
In large-sale data repositories, it is often hard to reognize distint referenes to thesame real-world entity. For instane, online produt atalogs are expeted to generateinformation related to produts of the user interest. However, given that similar labelsan be used to refer to distint produts in di�erent Web pages, produts that arenot related to the user intention might appear in the answer set. To illustrate, while�HP O�ejet J3680 All-in-One Printer, Fax, Sanner, Copier�, �HP CB071A#A2LJ3680 O�ejet Multifuntion Printer�, and �Hewlett Pakard O�ejet 3680 All-in-OnePrinter (CB071A)� refer to the same printer, �HP O�ejet J4580 All-in-One Printer,Fax, Sanner, Copier� refers to a di�erent one.Digital libraries fae a similar hallenge, as they need to keep bibliographi i-tation metadata olleted from several soures. It is usual to �nd ambiguous authornames in bibliographi itations. Ambiguity may our due to the existene of mul-tiple authors with the same name (polysemes) or di�erent name variations for thesame author (synonyms). Also, they need to identify multiple distint referenes tothe same artile. Suh problem is referred to in the literature as the �entity resolu-tion problem� [Benjelloun et al., 2008; Bhattaharya and Getoor, 2007; Bilenko et al.,2003; Tejada et al., 2001℄.To illustrate, onsider the set of bibliographi referenes of a book omposed ofseveral hapters written by di�erent ontributors. Chapter authors use distint variantforms, or labels, to refer to the various onferenes and journals ontaining the papersthey ited. For instane, the �International Conferene on Very Large Data Bases� anbe written of several forms, suh as �VLDB�, �Conferene on Very Large Databases�,and �Int. Conf. on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB)�. We would like to normalize thelabels to avoid onfusion and missinterpretation. An appealing solution to normalizelabels is to assoiate with eah onferene or journal a unique identi�er as well as a1



2 Chapter 1. Introdutionlist of the variant labels used to refer to it�a data struture known as �authority �le�[Auld, 1982; Frenh et al., 2000℄.Given many entity referenes, suh as produt labels or bibliographi itations,entity resolution is the proess of identifying whih of them orrespond to a real-worldentity. A same reord, omposed of one or more attributes, may ontain referenesto multiple distint entities. For instane, a bibliographi itation reord may ontainattributes suh as author names, work title, and publiation venue title, eah attributeorresponding to a distint entity. That is, we may want to �nd the entity referenesthat refer to the same publiation venue, or that refer to the same author, or that referto the same artile (useful for �nding repliated itations)�three distint entities. Inthe �rst two ases, the entity to be disambiguated onsists of an attribute of the reord,and in the latter ase, it onsists of the whole reord. Thus, it should be lear thatthe entity to be disambiguated has to be provided as input. We frequently refer to thereord omposed of attributes as the entity referene. However, it might be that theattributes serve as referenes to multiple entities. In this ase, it is neessary to makeexpliit whih attribute will be onsidered as the entity referene to disambiguated.In the ase of identifying replias, some previous works also deal with the prob-lem of merging the repliated reords generating a anonial form for eah entity[Benjelloun et al., 2008; Wik et al., 2009℄. If the entity to be disambiguated onsistsof only one of the attributes of the reords, some previous works generate an author-ity name (anonial name) for eah entity and keep a list of variant forms that an beused to refer to it, generating an authority �le [Frenh et al., 2000; Warner and Brown,2001℄. In here, we aim at generating authority �les, without onern to the merging ofrepliated reords.1.1 Objetives of the ThesisThe main objetive of this thesis is to study the entity resolution problem and thereation of authority �les. We propose a solution that uses information available on theWeb as a soure of additional knowledge to disambiguate entity referenes and to obtainanonial names for entities. Our hypothesis is that we an obtain suh additionalknowledge submitting queries to a Web searh engine and extrating information fromthe douments returned by the queries. We study a generi solution that may beapplied to several distint datasets and a spei� solution for author name resolution,a problem faed by digital libraries.Solutions to the entity resolution problem usually adopt basi attributes of entities



1.2. Contributions of the Thesis 3for disambiguating purposes. For example, to disambiguate author names in biblio-graphi itations, some previous works [Cota et al., 2007; Han et al., 2005℄ use onlybasi attributes suh as author names, work title, and publiation venue title. Otherworks [Bhattaharya and Getoor, 2007; Huang et al., 2006; Song et al., 2007℄ use addi-tional attributes suh as abstrats, keywords, e-mails, and a�liations of authors. Theproblem with these approahes is that suh additional attributes are sometimes di�ultto obtain.We extrat from the Web additional attributes that an be used to disambiguateentities. The Web is a valuable soure of evidene where we an �nd urriula vitaeof authors whose referenes are ambiguous or obtain aronyms that an be used toexpand abbreviated publiation venue titles. The hallenge is to formulate the mostsuitable queries to a Web searh engine and extrat from the answer sets informationthat an be used e�etively for disambiguation purposes.In this thesis, we present an approah to solve the entity resolution problem, whihwe refer to as WER�Web-based Entity Resolution. We built a generi and on�gurableframework for dealing with various instanes of the entity resolution problem, whihallows the easy and onvenient development of solutions to new domains. We alsodisuss a spei� solution for author name resolution, enoded using our framework.1.2 Contributions of the ThesisThe major ontributions of the thesis are:
• A new method that uses information available on the Web as a soure of addi-tional evidene for entity resolution and reation of authority �les [Pereira et al.,2008, 2009a℄. This method, whih inludes spei� heuristis to extrat pertinentinformation from Web douments, leads to improved results when ompared withstate-of-the-art solutions for the problem (Chapter 4);
• A on�gurable framework that allows onveniently modeling di�erent strategiesfor entity resolution and assessing their results (Chapter 4);
• An empirial validation of our solution for the entity resolution problem withextensive experiments (Chapter 5);
• A ustomized implementation of our solution for disambiguation author names(in bibliographi itations) [Pereira et al., 2009b℄, as well as its omparison witha variant implementation (of the same solution) on our on�gurable framework(Chapter 6).



4 Chapter 1. IntrodutionThe results of this thesis an be used to improve the quality and the e�ay ofonline produt atalog servies, in whih a user an, for example, ompare pries ofproduts. In digital libraries, it may improve the automati gathering of statistis abouteletroni douments suh as statistis involving authors and their a�liations. In thisase, the �rst step is to reliably identify individuals or institutions before determininghow many and what papers were written by eah one. Our work may also be useful toidentify the pro�le of sienti� publiations of institutions. In this ase, we an identifypubliation venues assoiated with eah of the publiation of a institution, and thengenerate statistial data about, for example, venue titles and venue types (journal,onferene, workshop) in whih an institution publishes more artiles.1.3 Organization of the ThesisThe rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we disuss the related workon entity resolution and authority �les. In Chapter 3, we present basi onepts thatare usefull for a better understanding of the subsequent hapters. In Chapter 4, wedesribe details of the Web-based approah. In Chapter 5, we report our experimentsand their results using three distint datasets. In Chapter 6, we disuss a spei�solution for author name resolution omparing it with our generi solution. Finally, inChapter 7, we present some onlusions and future work.



Chapter 2Related Work
In Setion 2.1, we review previous researh related to the entity resolution problem inits more general approah. As our work also produes authority �les, in Setion 2.2,we review the literature on this subjet. In Setion 2.3, we desribe the work relatedto personal name disambiguation, sine we propose a spei� solution for author namedisambiguation.2.1 Entity ResolutionThe entity resolution problem has been studied in various disiplines underdi�erent names suh as reord linkage [NewCombe et al., 1959℄, identity un-ertainty [Pasula et al., 2002℄, itation mathing [Lee et al., 2007℄, merge/purge[Hernández and Stolfo, 1995℄, dedupliation [Sarawagi and Bhamidipaty, 2002℄, amongothers. The �rst artiles on the task of mathing equivalent reords that di�ersyntatially (reord linkage) are from the 1950s and the 1960s with the works ofNewCombe et al. [1959℄ and Fellegi and Sunter [1969℄. The latter formulated a seriesof statistial methods for dealing with the problem of mathing population reords,whih are the base for subsequent works on reord linkage. Febrl [Febrl, 2009℄ is anexample of a tool that implements suh methods. A good survey on dedupliation anbe found in [Elmagarmid et al., 2007℄.Works on entity resolution aim at identifying entity referenes judged to rep-resent the same real-world entity. In some ases, the goal is to identify repli-ated referenes whose attribute values di�er syntatially [Bilenko et al., 2003;Sarawagi and Bhamidipaty, 2002℄. For example, when the objetive is to identify us-tomer entities in ustomer databases oming from di�erent subsidiaries of a ompany.In other ases, the goal is to identify referenes to the same entity, but the referenes5



6 Chapter 2. Related Workdo not represent replias [Bhattaharya and Getoor, 2007; Cohen, 1998℄. For example,when the objetive is to alloate bibliographi itations to the orresponding author.The itations alloated to eah author are not neessarily replias. In addition, afteridentifying replias, some works deal with the problem of merging reords generating aanonial form for eah entity [Benjelloun et al., 2008; Wik et al., 2009℄, whereas someothers also obtain an authority name for eah entity [Frenh et al., 2000; Pereira et al.,2008℄. We do not propose solutions to merge repliated referenes, but we generateauthority �les by seleting an authority name for eah disambiguated entity.Traditional approahes to entity resolution ompare reords measuring the sim-ilarity of their attribute values based on a distane metri, suh as edit distane orosine. Several works have studied algorithms for approximate string mathing thatan be used for entity resolution. Cohen et al. [2003a,b℄ ompared several string metrisfor the task of mathing names. They evaluated string metris applied to individualattributes of the entities and proposed a supervised strategy to ombine similaritymetris on all attributes to handle entity mathing. Frenh et al. [2000℄ investigatedstrategies to use traditional string mathing applied to a�liations of authors and pro-posed a ombination of Jaard similarity oe�ient with edit distane, whih was alsoused in our experiments generating good results. Lawrene et al. [1999a,b℄ proposedseveral algorithms for mathing itations from di�erent soures based on edit distane,word mathing, phrase mathing, and attribute extration.Some approahes use adaptive supervised algorithms that learn string similaritymeasures from labeled data. Bilenko et al. [2003℄ represent every pair of reords usinga vetor of features that desribe similarity between individual reord attributes. Theirmethod uses training data in form of mathed and unmathed reord pairs to train analgorithm for lassifying reord pairs as dupliate and nondupliate. Then they usethe distane from the hyperplane, in a SVM lassi�er, as the measure of on�dene inthe pair of reords referring to the same entity.Based on the same idea for training on mathed and unmathed pairs,Tejada et al. [2001℄ developed an entity identi�ation system that applies a set of gen-eral string transformations and an ative learning tehnique that learns rules, usingdeision trees, for mapping reords. In [Tejada et al., 2002℄, they extended their systemto learn to weight transformations for a spei� appliation domain. Another approahusing supervised learning was proposed by Pasula et al. [2002℄ to �nd replias of bib-liographi itations. They reate a relational probabilisti model for the domain thatinvolves onstruting a generative model for individual attributes and using a Markovhain Monte Carlo proedure to obtain mathing deisions.Another supervised approah to learn similarity funtions is based on geneti



2.1. Entity Resolution 7programming [Koza, 1992℄. A geneti programming based approah to replia identi-�ation in data repositories was developed by de Carvalho et al. [2008℄. The idea isto automatially suggest similarity funtions that ombines the best evidene availableamong the reord attributes, in order to identify two reords referring to the sameentity.Supervised mahine learning tehniques ahieve high auray but require labo-rious human labeling and expensive training time. To irumvent the problem of onlya small amount of labeled data being available, Blum and Mithell [1998℄ proposed amodel in whih unlabeled data an be used to enlarge the training set. The idea is touse two views of an example that are redudant but not ompletely orrelated in whihtwo learning algorithm are trained separately on eah view, and then eah algorithm'spredition on new unlabeled examples is used to augment the training set of the other.Unsupervised tehniques have also been proposed. Cohen [1998℄ presents a querylanguage that identi�es referenes to the same entity providing approximate answersin a database system. His model onverters the attribute values in the database intovetors of text and ranks them using the vetor spae model. Chaudhuri et al. [2005℄developed a lustering tehnique to identify reord replias that aptures loal stru-tural properties of data to haraterize groups of repliated reords. However, theirsolution works well for appliations where the sizes of groups of replias are small, whihis not usually the ase for appliations that ollet data from the Web. Like we do,Carvalho and da Silva [2003℄ also use a linear ombination to weight the ontributionof eah attribute to ompose the pairwise similarity funtion for identifying replias.They evaluate four distint strategies to ompose the funtion using the vetor spaemodel for omputing similarity.A reent line of works has taken the relationship among reords into aount.Dong et al. [2005℄ proposed a generi framework based on a dependeny graph thatexploits the assoiation among entity referenes belonging to multiple related lasses.First, their method uses the relationship among referenes to provide evidene forreoniliation deisions. Then, it propagates information between reoniliation dei-sions for di�erent pairs of referenes, and after, it addresses the lak of informationin eah referene by using the enrihed information already obtained in the previoussteps. Bhattaharya and Getoor [2007℄ proposed to resolve entities olletively basedon the relationship among entity referenes, as in the bibliographi domain where au-thor names in papers are onneted by oauthor links. They use a greedy agglomerativelustering algorithm where, at any stage, the urrent set of lusters re�ets the ur-rent belief about the mapping of the referenes to entities. The similarity betweentwo lusters is dynami, re�eting the relationship among the entity referenes in the



8 Chapter 2. Related Worklusters.Considering e�ieny and salability issues, Benjelloun et al. [2008℄ proposed ageneri entity resolution framework that views the funtions used to ompare andmerge reords as blak-boxes, and they developed strategies that minimize the num-ber of invoations to suh blak-boxes. Several works follow the theory suggested byFellegi and Sunter [1969℄, in whih the e�ieny is ahieved by some type of blokingsheme that redues the number of reord pairs to be ompared. The idea is to splitreords into bukets [Jaro, 1989℄ or anopies [MCallum et al., 2000℄, and to omputesimilarities only among referenes in the same blok. Bilenko et al. [2006℄ proposed amehanism to automatially learn the optimal bloking funtion. Given similarity pred-iates on di�erent reord attributes, their algorithm �nds a nearly optimal ombinationof those prediates as the bloking funtion. The problem with bloking strategies isthat an error in the bloking does related reords never being put together. Otherworks propose to improve the e�ieny by inreasing the parallelism of the entity res-olution [Benjelloun et al., 2007; sik Kim and Lee, 2007℄. Our work, on the other hand,foused on improving e�etiveness.Our work uses the Web as a soure of additional information for entity resolution,as well as Elmaioglu et al. [2007℄ do. Their proposal is to use a Web searh engine tomeasure how frequently two entity referenes appear together with a same informationon the Web. If this frequeny is high, an entity referene is onsidered a dupliateof the other. Kan and Tan [2008℄ examined the problem and the solutions for entityresolution in digital library metadata. They point that the Web is a fruitful soure ofevidene for entity resolution if arefully leaned and utilized.2.2 Authority FilesOur work also produes authority �les. Following, we disuss authority ontrol intraditional digital libraries and works on automated authority ontrol.2.2.1 Authority Control in Traditional Digital LibrariesAuthority ontrol is not a new problem [Auld, 1982℄, but its importane is inreasingwith the reation of a variety of new digital libraries and bibliographi indexing sys-tems, aessible through the Web. Traditional digital libraries maintain authority �lesand work to maintain them onsistent to redue ambiguity. To illustrate, the VirtualInternational Authority File (VIAF) projet [VIAF, 2008℄ ombines the authority �les



2.2. Authority Files 9of three institutions (US Library of Congress, the Deutshe Nationalbibliothek, andthe Bibliothèque Nationale de Frane) into a single authority servie.From experiene in onduting the US Library of Congress name authority �le[Library of Congress, 2009℄, Tillett [2000℄ fouses on how the authority ontrol per-formed by libraries an help the Web and suggest some of the next steps in makingthis tremendous resoure of authority reords available and used internationally. In[Tillett, 2001℄, she explores di�erent models of how a pool of authority reords forbibliographi entities may be used on the Web. The objetives of suh initiative are:(1) failitate sharing in order to redue ataloguing osts for libraries, as well as formuseums, arhives, rights management agenies, et, (2) simplify reation and mainte-nane of authority reords internationally, and (3) enable users to aess informationin the language, the sript, and the form they prefer. More reently, Tillett [2004℄ ex-plores a new view of International Federation of Library Institutions and Assoiations'Universal Bibliographi Control (UBC) in a future vision of a virtual international au-thority �le as a building blok for the Semanti Web, and reinfores the importane ofthe authority ontrol to improve the preision of searhes in large databases or on theWeb. Snyman and van Rensburg [2000℄ disuss the e�ort to standardize author namesusing a unique number, alled INSAN. In the INSAN model, an aess ontrol �le andaess reords an be reated instead of an authority �le with authority reords. Itmeans that the variation of a name is linked without having any name one delaredas authoritative. Variations of a name are simply linked to the author name numberand it provides aess to the bibliographi reords of the publiations. However theaeptane of the INSAN is far from being real.Xia [2006℄ proposes improvements to the identi�ation of author names in digitalrepositories. First, he presents an analysis of urrent name authorities in digital repos-itories, and some features of existing repository appliations. Seond, he proposes twosolutions to improve the identi�ation of author names: (1) using omposite identi�erswhih ombine the name of the author, the date of the publiation, and author a�lia-tion, (2) requiring the authors to input the variants of their names, if any, at the timeof depositing artiles.There are many other works in literature about authority ontrol and related on-texts. Authority ontrol has been exhaustively disussed in papers of the InformationSienes area, in whih the main goals are: to propose models to reate and maintainatalog systems in traditional digital libraries, to develop searhing systems for them,to integrate authority �les from di�erent digital libraries, and to use bibliographi en-tities on the Web. On the point of view of Computer Siene, whih is the fous of our



10 Chapter 2. Related Workwork, we are interested in propose solutions that an deal with a spei� point in theauthority ontrol - the automated reation of authority �les.2.2.2 Automated Authority ControlOur work on reating publiation venue authority �les is lose to the researh byFrenh et al. [2000℄. They investigate the use of a number of approximate string math-ing tehniques and introdue the notion of approximate word mathing for reatingauthority �les. They experimented their tehniques reating an authority �le of a�lia-tions for researhers in the Astrophysis Data System. They also evaluated the humane�ort involved in their method. Their tehniques an also be applied to publiationvenue authority �les. A key di�erene between our work and their is that we use ita-tions found on the Web as input data, while they restrit the input to a set of itationsprovided in the beginning. As a result, our method also produes aronyms and venuetypes automatially.Hong et al. [2004℄ propose a solution to the problem of updating and searhingfor authors and publiation venues in digital libraries. They address three ore issuesin name authority ontrol: hanging in the name of a bibliographi entity, splittingof a bibliographi entity into multiple ones, and merging of multiple bibliographientities into a single one. Our work neither approahes system support for updatingand searhing nor presents spei� solution to the three ore issues in name authorityontrol, although our Web-based method ould be adapted to automatially solve thesethree ore issues.Lee [2007℄, ontinuing the previous work, proposes a framework to identify evolv-ing metadata, updating, and searhing digital libraries. Objets in digital librariesevolve over time, and onsequently, their assoiated metadata evolves as well. Thehallenge is to quikly and aurately identify evolving metadata and �x them whenneeded. The artile shows the importane of the problem and investigates salablealgorithmi solution and system support to it. Our work is related to Lee's on theidenti�ation of evolving metadata, presenting a solution based on authority �les, butwe do not address the system inorporation of the identi�ed evolving metadata.Detetion of name variants is not a problem restrited to bibliographi itations.DiLauro et al. [2001℄ and Warner and Brown [2001℄ use data mining and several typesof evidene to disambiguate names and reate an automated name authority ontrol ofomposers, lyriists, and arrangers in the Levy Sheet Musi Colletion. The name dis-ambiguation system is a learning system whih requires training with a representativesubset of the olletion on whih it will operate, di�ering from our work, whih does



2.3. Personal Name Disambiguation 11not require training.Davis et al. [2003℄ desribe a system that loates the ourrenes of named entitieswithin a text, when given a priori a set of related names inluded in authority lists.A tool was developed to identify referenes to a single art objet in texts related toimages of that objet in a digital olletion. The tool, using omputational linguistitehniques, takes as input an art objet identi�er and sequentially removes modi�ers,making it beome more general, and then loates ourrenes of the variant termsamong the noun phrases in the text. In our work, we also need to extrat variantnames from a text, although our goal is di�erent. While they aim at �nding objetidenti�er variants to say whether a text is about an objet, we take that a text returnedby a searh engine is supposed to be about this objet and our purpose is to �nd variantnames and other evidenes referring to it.2.3 Personal Name DisambiguationEntity resolution when applied to solve referenes to people is alled personal namedisambiguation, and spei� solutions have been studied for suh problem. In this ase,the reords are not usually repliated and we want simply to �nd referenes belongingto eah person. Following, we disuss solutions for personal name disambiguation onthe Web and for author name disambiguation in bibliographi itations.2.3.1 Personal Name Disambiguation on the WebSubmitting queries to a Web searh engine looking for pages of a spei� person is oneof the most ommon query types nowadays [Kalashnikov et al., 2008℄. However, pagesrelated to several distint namesakes are often returned, and the most popular searhengines do not luster the answer set, leaving the task of disambiguation to the user.Deiding whih web pages refer to eah person is a spei� ase of entity resolution.This problem di�ers from the traditional entity resolution, and from our work, beausethe input reords (the Web pages) do not have expliit attributes - an algorithm needsto infer and extrat them.Personal name disambiguation on the Web relies mainly on external featuressuh as soial networks, link strutures, and attributes extrated from doumentssuh as e-mail, postal address and phone numbers to identify real individuals.Bekkerman and MCallum [2005℄ present two unsupervised frameworks for disam-biguating people with the same name. The �rst method is based on the link strutureof Web pages, and the seond method employs a luster tehnique named Agglomera-



12 Chapter 2. Related Worktive/Conglomerative Double Clustering. Di�erently from works that searh for peopleindividually, they treat the problem of disambiguating a group of people who are knownto be somewhat onneted by a soial network, and use this extra information to aidthe disambiguation.Bollegala et al. [2008b℄ propose an unsupervised algorithm whih extratsuniquely identifying key phrases from the Web to disambiguate people with the samename. These phrases ould then be added to the query to narrow down the searh to aspei� namesake. The �rst step of their method is to ollet a set of douments thatover all the namesakes for a given name. They assume that eah doument in theolletion represents exatly one namesake. Then, these douments are lustered suhthat eah luster represents a di�erent namesake, and key phrases are extrated fromeah luster to identify the namesake it represents.Bollegala et al. [2008a℄ propose an approah to �nd aliases of a given name fromthe Web. Alias is the term used to desribe words or multi-word expressions that areused to refer to an entity. They explore the problem of �nding various referenes to apartiular entity. They exploit a set of known names and their aliases as training data,and extrat lexial patterns that onvey information related to aliases of names fromtext snippets returned by a Web searh engine. The patterns are then used to �ndandidate aliases of a given name. The extrated andidates are ranked using variousranking sores omputed using the hyperlink struture on the Web and page-ountsretrieved from a searh engine.Kalashnikov et al. [2008℄ present an approah to luster Web pages referring tothe same person. They developed a tehnique for lassifying o-ourrene informationolleted from the Web. For those pairs of Web pages that are not su�iently similar togroup together, their algorithm submits queries to a Web searh engine that ombinesinformation extrated from eah page. The o-ourrene ounts in the answer sets areused as evidene to deide whether the pairs are related or not.2.3.2 Author Name DisambiguationOur spei� solution for author name resolution deals with the problem of disambiguat-ing author names in the ontext of bibliographi itations generally found in digitallibraries. In this ontext, basi metadata from itations are normally available, suh asauthor and oauthor names, work titles and publiation venue titles. Lee et al. [2005℄and Lee [2007℄ de�ne the terminology for the problems of polysemes and synonymsin the ontext of digital libraries, whih they named, respetively, mixed itation andsplit itation problems, and they present distint solutions for them. Some works deal



2.3. Personal Name Disambiguation 13with only one of these problems. In [Kang et al., 2009℄ and [Tan et al., 2006℄, for ex-ample, the authors deal only with the mixed itation problem, although the approahused by the latter an also be applied to solve the split itation problem. On et al.[2005℄, on the other hand, deal only with the split itation problem. Their main obje-tive is to present bloking shemes to redue the number of omparison among names,diminishing the time omplexity for disambiguating.Some works use only basi itation metadata to disambiguate author names[Cota et al., 2007; Han et al., 2004, 2005℄. Han et al. [2004℄ present two methods basedon supervised learning tehniques. The �rst method uses a naive Bayes inferene modeland the seond one is based on Support Vetor Mahines (SVM). Han et al. [2005℄ usethe K-way spetral lustering method to disambiguate author names. They evaluatedthe ontribution of eah itation attribute (oauthor names, work title, and publiationvenue title) on name disambiguation, besides investigating the e�et of other hara-teristis suh as size of the dataset and shemes of feature weighting. In [Cota et al.,2007℄, the authors propose a heuristi-based hierarhial lustering method to deal withthe author name disambiguation problem. The method suessively fuses lusters ofitations of ompatible authors based on several heuristis and similarity funtions onthe itation metadata. In eah phase, the information of fused lusters is aggregatedproviding more information for the next round of fusion.Other works use additional metadata suh as abstrats and keywords of works,e-mails and a�liations of authors to disambiguate author names [Huang et al., 2006;Song et al., 2007℄. The problem with this approah is that these additional metadataare sometimes di�ult to obtain. Using suh metadata, Huang et al. [2006℄ proposea framework in whih a bloking method �rst reates andidate lasses of authorswith similar names and then DBSan, a density-based lustering method, is used forlustering itations by author. Likewise, Song et al. [2007℄ propose to use a probabilitydistribution of topis for author name disambiguation. Their method is based onprobabilisti latent semanti analysis and latent Dirihlet alloation models to learn aprobability distribution of topis.Besides basi metadata, our work also uses additional information obtained fromthe Web. This same idea is also used in [Kang et al., 2009℄ and [Tan et al., 2006℄.Kang et al. [2009℄ explore the net e�ets of oauthorship on author name disambigua-tion and use a Web-assisted tehnique of aquiring impliit oauthors of the targetauthor to be disambiguated. Pairs of names are submitted as queries to Web searhengines to retrieve douments that ontain both author names, and these doumentsare sanned to extrat new author names as oauthors of the original pair. As in ourwork, they also had problems trying to extrat information from douments and to



14 Chapter 2. Related Workidentify douments that ontain publiations. To solve the former, they use a sim-ple regular expression mathing strategy, whih does not sale. However, they do notdeal with the latter problem, suggesting further investigation as future work. In ourwork, we propose to use a loal searh engine as a salable solution to extrat informa-tion from douments, and we use some heuristis to identify douments that ontainpubliations of a single author.Tan et al. [2006℄ also make use of input itations to submit queries to a Websearh engine and then use the URLs in the answer sets as features to disambiguateauthor names, onsidering that ommon URLs returned by queries related to distintitations may indiate that the itations are of the same author. The di�erene to ourwork is that they do not exploit the ontent of the douments returned by the queries,what may mislead the results sine many returned URLs do not refer to doumentsontaining publiations or the douments are not of a single author.



Chapter 3Basi Conepts
A typial entity resolution algorithm is omposed of a pairwise similarity funtion anda lustering algorithm. The pairwise similarity funtion ompares two entity referenesand returns how similar they are. The omparison is based on a similarity metriapplied to some of attributes of the input reords. For string type attributes, manystring-based similarity funtions have been proposed in the literature. The lusteringalgorithm then lusters reords based on their similarities. If it works propertly, thereords in the same luster will all be relative to the same entity of the world (idealase). Non-pairwise entity resolution algorithms using lassi�ation and lusteringtehniques have also been proposed in the literature. For a better understanding of suhonepts and of the subsequent hapters, Setion 3.1 desribes string-based similarityfuntions, Setion 3.2 introdues pairwise similarity funtions, and Setion 3.3 presentslassi�ation and lustering tehniques.3.1 String-based Similarity FuntionsString-based similarity funtions map a pair of strings si and sj into a real number r,where a larger value of r indiates higher similarity between si and sj . The number
r an be normalized to produe a result between zero and one, where zero means nosimilarity and one means totally similar strings. The reader an also �nd the termdistane funtions in literature, whih is analogous to similarity funtions, exept thatsmaller values indiate higher similarity.String-based similarity funtions an be separated into two groups, aording tothe tehniques adopted to measure similarities: harater-based tehniques and token-based tehniques. The former rely on harater edit operations, suh as deletions, in-sertions, substitutions and subsequenes omparison, while the latter transform strings15



16 Chapter 3. Basi Coneptsinto sets (or bags) of tokens (where eah token is a word) on whih similarity om-putations are onduted. There are also hybrid similarity funtions that onsider aombination of two other similarity funtions. We detail some of these similarity fun-tions in the next setions. Other funtions and a omparison among them an be foundin [Bilenko et al., 2003; Cohen et al., 2003a,b℄.
3.1.1 Charater-based Similarity FuntionsFollowing, we desribe edit distane, Jaro, and Jaro-Winkler harater-based similarityfuntions.3.1.1.1 Edit Distane SimilarityThe best-known harater-based similarity funtion is Levenshtein distane[Levenshtein, 1966℄. The Levenshtein distane between two strings is given by theminimum number of operations needed to transform one string into the other, wherean operation is an insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single harater. For example,the Levenshtein distane between �University of Virginia� and �University of Vitoria�is 4, sine we need at least four edits to hange one into the other. A generalizationof the Levenshtein distane (Damerau-Levenshtein distane) [Damerau, 1964℄ allowsthe transposition of two haraters as an operation. Edit distane was introdued byVladimir Levenshtein who generalized this onept with multiple edit operations, butdid not inlude transpositions in the set of basi operations. Damerau [1964℄ also notedthat over 80% of all spelling errors are beause of one of the four simple editing errors:insertion, deletion, substitution, and transposition. So, whenever the edit distane isequals to 1, it is almost ertainly a spelling variant or misspelling.From now on, we all the Damerau-Levenshtein distane simply as edit distane.The most ommon way of alulating edit distane is by the dynami programmingapproah, whih is O(mn) time omplexity, where m and n are the length of thesmallest and the largest strings, respetively. If the edit distane is required to be atmost k, then the best pratial results are O(kn) time omplexity in the worst ase[Baeza-Yates and Navarro, 1998℄.An edit distane funtion an be onverted into a similarity funtion as follows.Let si and sj be two strings, ed(si, sj) be the edit distane between si and sj , and
min(|si|, |sj|) be the length of the shortest string. Then, the edit distane similarity



3.1. String-based Similarity Funtions 17between si and sj is given by:
edSim(si, sj) = 1− ed(si, sj)

min(|si|, |sj|)
(3.1)3.1.1.2 Jaro and Jaro-Winkler SimilaritiesJaro similarity [Jaro, 1989, 1995℄ is based on the number and order of ommon har-aters between two strings. Given strings si = a1...aK and sj = b1...bL, de�ne aharater al in si that mathes with sj if and only if there is a bp = al in sj suh that

l − H ≤ p ≤ l + H , where H = min(|si|, |sj|)/2. Let s′i = a′
1...a

′
K be the haratersin si that math with sj (in the same order they appear in si), and let s′j = b′1...b

′
L beharaters in sj that math with si. Then de�ne a transposition for s′i, s′j as a position

l suh that a′
l 6= b′l. Let Ts′

i
,s′

j
be one-half the number of transpositions for s′i and s′j.The Jaro similarity for si and sj is:

Jaro(si, sj) =
1

3
×
(

|s′i|
|si|
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|sj|

+
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)Jaro-Winkler similarity [Winkler, 1999℄ is a variant of the Jaro similarity thatuses a pre�x sale p to give higher ratings to strings that math from the beginning upto a pre�x length l. The Jaro-Winkler similarity for two strings si and sj is:Jaro-Winkler(si, sj) = Jaro(si, sj) + p× l × (1− Jaro(si, sj))

l is the length of ommon pre�x and p is a onstant saling fator for how muh thesore is adjusted upwards for having ommon pre�xes. The standard value for thisonstant in Winkler's work is p = 0.1.Jaro-Winkler similarity emphasizes the mathes in the �rst few haraters. TheJaro and Jaro-Winkler was developed primarily for short strings suh as personalnames.3.1.2 Token-based Similarity FuntionsFollowing, we desribe Jaard and osine token-based similarity funtions.3.1.2.1 Jaard Similarity Coe�ientJaard similarity oe�ient is a token-based (or word-based) similarity funtion usedto quantify the similarity between two strings. More formally, let si ∩ sj be the setformed by interseting the words in the strings si and sj . Analogously, let si∪sj be the



18 Chapter 3. Basi Coneptsset formed by the union of the words in the strings. The Jaard similarity oe�ient
J(si, sj) between the strings si and sj is given by:

J(si, sj) =
|si ∩ sj|
|si ∪ sj|

(3.2)where |si ∩ sj| and |si ∪ sj| are the number of words in eah set.Di�erently from edit distane similarity, Jaard similarity oe�ient onsidersneither the order of the words in a string nor repeated words. Although edit distaneis robust for spelling variants, it an be ompletely defeated by permutations of words,in whih ase Jaard similarity oe�ient may work better.3.1.2.2 Cosine SimilarityCosine similarity is also a token-based similarity funtion that measures the similaritybetween a pair of strings using the vetor spae model [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto,1999℄. Cosine similarity is usually used to measure the similarity between a query andeah doument in a olletion, or to measure the similarity between two douments.In the ontext of this thesis, we desribe the osine similarity simply as a measure ofsimilarity between two strings, being that a string may be extrated from a doument.Let S = {s1, s2, ..., sN} be a olletion of N strings. Let K = {k1, k2, ...kt} bethe set of all distint words (or tokens, or index terms) that appear in strings of S.To eah pair (kl, sj), kl ∈ K, sj ∈ S is assoiated a weight wl,j ≥ 0. A string sj is,thus, represented as a vetor of the word weights ~sj = (w1,j, w2,j, ..., wt,j), where t isthe total number of distint words in the entire string olletion. Eah wl,j representsthe importane of word kl to desribe the semanti ontent of the string sj. Therefore,the strings are represented as t-dimensional vetors. Figure 3.1 shows the vetorsorresponding to two strings si and sj, in a spae with two dimensions, i.e., ontainingtwo words k1 and k2.The degree of similarity between two strings si and sj is evaluated as the orre-lation between the vetors ~si and ~sj . This orrelation an be quanti�ed by the osineof the angle between these two vetors, given by:
sim(si, sj) =

∑t

l=1 wl,i × wl,j
√
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l=1 w2
l,i ×

√
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l=1 w2
l,j

(3.3)The weight wl,j an be omputed as [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999℄:
wl,j =

freq l,j

max p freqp,j

× log
N

ni
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Figure 3.1. Representation of two strings si and sj in the vetor spae model,onsidering only two words k1 and k2.where freq l,j is the raw frequeny of the word kl in the string sj , the maximum isomputed over all words in the string sj, ni is the number of string in whih kl ours,and N is the total number of strings in the olletion. This word-weighting strategyis alled term-frequeny and inverse-doument-frequeny, (tf-idf) sheme. The termfrequeny re�ets the idea that a word is more important in a string if it ours manytimes in it. The inverse doument frequeny measures the rarity of the word kl in theolletion S.Di�erently from Jaard similarity oe�ient in whih the similarity depends onlyon the set of words in the two strings being ompared, the osine similarity betweentwo strings depends on the words in the other strings in a olletion, sine eah wordreeives a weight that depends on its frequeny and rarity in the olletion.3.1.3 Hybrid Similarity FuntionsSimilarity funtions an be ombined forming hybrid methods. Following, we desribesome of suh funtions.3.1.3.1 Edit Distane Jaard SimilarityFrenh et al. [2000℄ propose to ombine edit distane with Jaard similarity oe�ient,relaxing the Boolean onditions for omputing the intersetion and union of two strings
si and sj in Equation 3.2. This is done as follows:

si ∩ sj = {w ∈ si | ∃z ∈ sj ∧min(edSim(w, z)) < δ}



20 Chapter 3. Basi Coneptswhere w and z are words inside the strings and δ is a threshold on the edit distane. Theunion string si ∪ sj is omputed analogously. By using this approximate intersetionand union operations to ompute Jaard similarities, they atually make use of anedit-distane-jaard metri.3.1.3.2 SoftTF-IDF SimilarityBilenko et al. [2003℄ desribe a �soft� version of the osine similarity, alled softTF-IDF,in whih similar words are onsidered as well as words that appear in both strings tobe ompared.Let sim ′ be a seondary similarity funtion that performs well on short strings(suh as edit distane or Jaro-Winkler). Also, let si and sj be the strings to be om-pared. De�ne CLOSE (θ, si, sj) as the set of words l ∈ si suh that exists some v ∈ sjsatisfying sim ′(l, v) > θ. Then:softTF-IDF(si, sj) =

∑

l∈CLOSE(θ,si,sj)
wl,i × wl,j ×max v∈sj

sim ′(l, v)
√

∑t

l=1 w2
l,i ×

√

∑t

l=1 w2
l,jwhere wl,j and t are as de�ned in Setion 3.1.2.2.3.1.3.3 Level Two SimilarityMonge and Elkan [1996℄ propose a reursive mathing sheme for omparing two strings

si and sj . First, si and sj are broken into substrings si = a1...aK and sj = b1...bL.Then, a level two similarity is de�ned as
l2Sim(si, sj) =

1

K

K
∑

i=1

maxL
j=1sim

′(ai, bj)where sim′ is some seondary similarity funtion.3.2 Pairwise Similarity FuntionsPairwise similarity funtions ompare two reords and return how similar they are. Theomparison is based on a similarity metri applied to some attributes of the reords.The simplest way of omparing two reords is to represent eah one as a onatenationof its attribute values, onsidering it as a single string, and to use a string-based simi-larity funtion as a pairwise similarity funtion. Another way is to onsider eah reord



3.2. Pairwise Similarity Funtions 21as omposed of multiple attributes, to ompute the similarity for eah orrespondingattribute, and to ombine similarities from individual attributes in a meaningful man-ner. Segmenting the reord in multiple attributes means that we may apply distintsimilarity funtions for eah one of the attributes and �ne tune the ontribution of eahone to ompose the �nal pairwise similarity funtion.Pairwise similarity funtions may use an unsupervised or a supervised approahas we explain next.
3.2.1 Unsupervised Pairwise Similarity FuntionsIn an unsupervised approah, we speify a stati strategy to ompute the pairwisesimilarity funtion. A very simple strategy that exploits attributes of reords is to usethe average distane between orresponding attributes. Let ri.A1, ri.A2, ..., ri.An be nattributes of a reord ri, and let sim(ri.Ak, rj.Ak) be a similarity funtion between thevalues of the attribute k of the reords ri and rj. Then, the pairwise similarity funtionbetween ri and rj is omputed as:

sim(ri, rj) =
1

n

n
∑

k=1

sim(ri.Ak, rj.Ak)Another strategy is to weight the ontribution of eah attribute to ompute thepairwise similarity funtion as follows:






sim(ri, rj) =
∑n

k=1 wk × sim(ri.Ak, rj .Ak)
∑n

k=1 wk = 1where wk is a weight to �ne tune the ontribution of the attribute Ak.In both strategies, distint similarity funtions may be applied to eah one of theattributes. One of the di�ulties is to selet the most appropriate similarity funtionto be applied to eah attribute and its orresponding weight for a spei� problem (ordataset). Bilenko et al. [2003℄ and Cohen et al. [2003a℄ showed that even strategiesthat have been tuned and tested on many previous problems an perform poorly onnew and di�erent problems. Unsupervised strategies, by nature, do not inlude pre-vious knowledge about the spei� problem they are solving. In pratie, we wouldexperiment several ombinations of funtions and weights on a sample of the datasetand hoose suitable values to be applied to that dataset.



22 Chapter 3. Basi Conepts3.2.2 Supervised Pairwise Similarity FuntionsIn a supervised approah, knowledge about the problem to be solved is introdued intothe similarity funtion. The idea is to provide the algorithm a set of labeling data(training data), whih is used to learn strategies and then to label new entries (testingdata). In spite of supplying the de�ieny of unsupervised approahes, supervisedmethods only work well if a large amount of labeling data is available, and it omesfrom the same distribution as the testing data, what is usually unfeasible in large-saledatasets.Supervised lassi�ers suh as Support Vetor Mahine (SVM) and deisiontrees have been used as the pairwise similarity funtion [Bilenko and Mooney, 2003;Huang et al., 2006; Treeratpituk and Giles, 2009℄ (see more details about lassi�ers inSetion 3.3.1).A lassi�er an be used as a pairwise similarity funtion as follows. Using a setof labeling data as mathing and nonmathing, the lassi�er an use learning methodsto adaptively �nd a ombined similarity funtion that is the most appropriate for apartiular problem. Spei�ally, reord pairs an be represented as feature vetors,using as features the similarities between orresponding attributes. Then, a lassi�er istrained using these feature vetors, and the learned lassi�er's on�dene in the mathlass is used as the pairwise similarity metri.Given a set of reords omposed of k attributes and a set of m similarity metris,Bilenko and Mooney [2003℄ for example, represented any pair of reords by an mk-dimensional vetor. Eah omponent of the vetor represents the similarity betweentwo attribute values of the reords that is alulated using one of the m similaritymetris. They trained a binary SVM lassi�er using these feature vetors, and thenused the distane from the hyperplane as the measure of on�dene in the pair of reordsreferring to the same entity. Treeratpituk and Giles [2009℄ implemented a similar ideausing random forest, a lassi�er that ombines a olletion of deision trees.Geneti programming [Koza, 1992℄ has also been used as an approah to �ndpairwise similarity funtions. Geneti programming is an evolutionary algorithm-basedmethodology inspired by biologial evolution to �nd omputer programs that perform auser-de�ned task. It starts with a population of randomly reated omputer programsand iteratively applies the Darwinian reprodution operation and the geneti rossover(sexual reombination) operation, in order to breed better individual programs.Geneti programming approah an be used to automatially generate pairwisesimilarity funtions. In the entity resolution problem, a generated pairwise similarityfuntion is able to ombine and weight the best evidene available among the attributes



3.3. Classifiation and Clustering 23of the reords, in order to identify two reords referring to the same entity. That is,geneti programming approah is able to hoose whih attributes give the best on-tributions, whih underlying similarity metris must be applied to eah attribute, andhow to weight the ontribution of eah one. Another advantage of geneti program-ming is the fat that the �nal pairwise similarity funtion may use less attributesand less similarity metris than other approahes, being more e�ient, sine time isspent omputing the similarities between the values of only the most useful attributes.de Carvalho et al. [2008℄ experimented to use the geneti programming approah todedupliate reords, obtaining good results.3.3 Classi�ation and ClusteringClassi�ation, whih is also referred to as ategorization [Sebastiani, 2002℄, is the taskof automatially applying labels to data. For example, lassifying a doument asbelonging to lass omputer network or to the lass database. Clustering is the taskof grouping related items together based on a similarity measure. The items do notneessarily orrespond to a prede�ned lass suh as omputer network or database.Clustering allows to unover the impliit struture in the data, whih an be used torelate the items.Classi�ation usually adopts a supervised learning approah. In this ase, aset of fully labeled items (alled training set) is provided to the algorithm, so it anlearn a model. This model is then used to label new unlabeled items (alled testset). Clustering, on the other hand, adopts an unsupervised learning approah, i.e.,lustering algorithms learn entirely based on unlabeled data. The next two setionsdetail the onepts of lassi�ation and lustering.3.3.1 Classi�ationClassi�ation is a two-step proess [Han and Kamber, 2000℄. In the �rst step, from aset of labeled items, a model is built desribing a prede�ned set of lasses. Typially,the learned model is represented in the form of lassi�ation rules, deision trees,or mathematial formulae. In the seond step, the model is used for lassi�ation.Firstly, the preditive auray of the model (or lassi�er) is estimated. The aurayof a model on a given test set is the perentage of test set samples that are orretlylassi�ed by the model. For this purpose, lass-labeled samples that are independent ofthe training samples are randomly seleted. If the auray of the model is aeptable,the model an be used to lassify unknown data.



24 Chapter 3. Basi ConeptsBayesian lassi�ers are examples of statistial lassi�ers, based on Bayes theorem[Montgomery and Runger, 1999℄. They an predit lass membership probabilities,suh as the probability that a given sample belongs to a partiular lass. Naive Bayesianlassi�ers assume that the e�et of an attribute value on a given lass is independent ofthe values of the other attributes, whih simpli�es the omputations involved. In spiteof their naive design and apparently over-simpli�ed assumptions, naive Bayes lassi�ersoften work well in many omplex real-world situations. Bayesian belief networks arealso used for lassi�ation [Han and Kamber, 2000℄. Di�erently from naive Bayesianlassi�ers, Bayesian belief networks allow the representation of dependenies amongsubsets of attributes.A deision tree is a tree-like struture, where eah internal node denotes a test onan attribute, eah branh represents an outome of the test, and leaf nodes representlasses or lass distributions [Mihell, 1996℄. The topmost node in a tree is the rootnode. In order to lassify an unknown sample, the attribute values of the sample aretested against the deision tree. A path is traed from the root to a leaf node thatholds the lass predition for that sample. Deision trees an easily be onverted intolassi�ation rules.A SVM lassi�er [Vapnik, 1995℄ is de�ned over a vetor spae where the problemis to �nd a hyperplane with the maximal margin of separation between two lasses.Classifying a sample orresponds to determining its position relative to this hyperplane.As an example of using lassi�ation tehniques for entity resolution, Han et al.[2004℄ present two supervised learning approahes for disambiguating author names inbibliographi itations. One approah uses the naive Bayes probability model and theother uses SVM.Classi�ation approahes an be applied to the entity resolution problem whenthe lasses are known a priori. However, in the most pratial situations, speiallyin large datasets, the lasses are not previously known. For these ases, lusteringapproahes are more appropriated.3.3.2 ClusteringClustering is a data mining tehnique [Han and Kamber, 2000℄ that aims at taking aset of unlabeled reords and grouping (lustering) them together in a way that reordsin the same luster are similar to eah other with respet to a given similarity measure,and reords in di�erent lusters are dissimilar.We disuss some lustering methods in Setion 3.3.2.1. We also desribe in Setion3.3.2.2 evaluation metris used to quantify how well the lusters were reated.



3.3. Classifiation and Clustering 253.3.2.1 Clustering MethodsReords in a lustering proedure are usually represented by a feature vetor or via asimilarity measure spei�ed between any pair of reords, providing a similarity matrix.For example, a set of douments (reords) to be lustered may be represented by featurevetors whose features are the distint words in the set of douments, and whose featureweights are obtained by the tf-idf sheme as desribed in Setion 3.1.2.2. Then, theosine similarity an be used as metri to luster the douments. The set of doumentsmay also be represented by a similarity matrix, where eah position i, j (row i, olumn
j) represents a similarity measure between the douments i and j. As a similaritymetri, we an use any one of those desribed in Setion 3.1. For reords omposed ofmultiple attributes, we an use similarity metris as desribed in Setion 3.2.After representing the reords, a lustering method is used to determine howto assign reords to lusters. Several methods have been proposed in literature forlustering data. Good surveys of those methods an be found in [Jain et al., 1999;Berkhin, 2002; Chakrabarti, 2003; Croft et al., 2009℄. Weka [Witten and Frank, 2005℄,a data mining software, implements several lustering algorithms.Following, we desribe two methods that we use in this thesis. Both methodsrequire pairwise similarity funtions.Hierarhial Agglomerative Clustering MethodHierarhial lustering is a lustering approah that builds lusters in hierarhial fash-ion, whih may be represented in a tree struture alled a dendrogram (Figure 3.3).Algorithms for hierarhial lustering are generally either agglomerative (bottom-upapproah) or divisive (top-down approah) [Croft et al., 2009℄. A hierarhial agglom-erative lustering (HAC) algorithm starts with eah reord as a separate luster, i.e.,it begins with n lusters, eah of whih ontains a single reord. Then, the algorithmprogressively merges lusters, until the desired number of lusters or a threshold inthe similarity measure used to ompare lusters to be reahed. A hierarhial divisivelustering algorithm, on the other hand, begins with a single luster that onsists ofall of the reords, and then, progressively splits lusters, until the desired number oflusters or a threshold in the similarity measure is reahed. Following, we detail theHAC algorithm.Algorithm 1 shows how the HAC method works. Eah reord ri is initially putinto a single luster, then in eah iteration the algorithm alulates the similaritybetween eah pair of lusters and selets the most similar pair to be merged. Thisproess ontinues until the desired number of lusters or a threshold of similarity is



26 Chapter 3. Basi Coneptsreahed.Algorithm 1 HAC - Hierarhial Agglomerative Clustering algorithmRequire: Reords R = {r1, r2, ..., rn};Require: stop ondition: the number k of lusters or a similarity threshold δdefault : k = 1, δ = 0;Ensure: Clusters C = {c1, c2, ..., cp};1: for eah reord ri do2: reate new luster ci;3: ci ← ri;4: end for5: p← n;6: repeat7: for eah luster-pair(ci, cj) do8: alulate the similarity sim(ci, cj)9: end for10: �nd the most similar luster-pair(cu, cv)11: if sim(cu, cv) > δ and p > k then12: merge lusters cu and cv13: p← p− 1;14: end if15: until sim(cu, cv) ≤ δ or p = kReords to be lustered an be represented as points in a multi-dimensionalspae. Figure 3.2 illustrates an example of the representation of 11 reords in a two-dimensional spae grouped in four lusters. The more similar their data points are,the earlier they are grouped together in a luster. And Figure 3.3 shows a dendrogramexample of the HAC method in whih these same 11 reords are merged until reah-ing only one luster ontaining all reords. By hoosing a suitable level of similarity(threshold) we an get the desired number of lusters.The funtion that alulates the similarity between a pair of lusters (line 7 ofAlgorithm 1) an be omputed using one of the following three possibilities:
• single link: the similarity value between two lusters is omputed as the maximalsimilarity value (i.e. minimal distane value) between a reord of the �rst lusterand a reord of the seond luster;
• average link: the similarity value between two lusters is omputed as theaverage of similarity values between the reords of the �rst luster and the reordsof the seond luster;
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Figure 3.2. Points of 11 reords representing four lusters.

Figure 3.3. A dendrogram example presenting the progressive merge of lusters.A level of similarity higher than a threshold indiates the desired number oflusters. (Based on [Chakrabarti, 2003℄.
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• omplete link: the similarity value between two lusters is omputed as theminimal similarity value (i.e. maximal distane value) between a reord of the�rst luster and a reord of the seond luster.The single link approah su�ers from a haining e�et in whih lusters may befored together due to single reord being lose to eah other, even though many ofthe reords in eah luster may be very distant to eah other. And the omplete linkapproah su�ers from a migration e�et in whih reords in the regions of borders oflusters are not lustered as it should be.K-Nearest Neighbor Clustering MethodA lustering proedure using the K-nearest-neighbor (KNN) [Karypis et al., 1999℄method models reords as a graph. Eah vertex of the KNN graph represents a reord

ri. An edge exists between two verties v and u if u is among the k most similar points,higher than a given threshold, of v, or v is among the k most similar points, higherthan a given threshold, of u. Eah onneted omponent of the graph represents aluster.Figure 3.4 illustrates the 1-, 2-, and 3-nearest-neighbor graphs of a simple dataset [Karypis et al., 1999℄. Representing the items to be lustered using a KNN graphaptures the underlying population density of the spae. Items in denser and sparserregions are modeled uniformly.
Figure 3.4. K-nearest-neighbor graphs from original data in a two-dimensionalspae: (a) original data, (b) 1-, () 2-, and (d) 3-nearest-neighbor graphs. (Takenfrom [Karypis et al., 1999℄).Algorithm 2 shows how the KNN method works. Eah reord ri is initially putinto a single luster. The similarity between eah pair of reords is alulated, andthen, for eah reord, its k most similar reords are obtained. If the similarity betweenthem is higher than a threshold, then the lusters ontaining those reords are merged.



3.3. Classifiation and Clustering 29Algorithm 2 K-Nearest Neighbor Clustering algorithmRequire: Reord R = {r1, r2, ..., rn};Require: the number k of neighbors;Require: the similarity threshold δ;Ensure: Clusters C = {c1, c2, ..., cp};1: for eah reord ri do2: reate new luster ci;3: ci ← ri;4: end for5: for eah reord-pair(ri, rj) do6: alulate the similarity sim(ri, rj)7: end for8: for eah reord ri do9: �nd the k most similar reord-pair(ri, rj)10: for eah rj among the k most similar reords to ri do11: if sim(ri, rj) > δ then12: merge lusters ontaining reords ri and rj13: end if14: end for15: end for3.3.2.2 Clustering Evaluation MetrisClustering quality an be evaluated based on the following metris: K metri, pairwiseF1, luster F1, and ratio of luster size [Cota et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2006; Lapidot,2002; Song et al., 2007℄. The K metri onsists of the geometri mean between averageluster purity (ACP) and average entity purity (AEP), determining the equilibriumbetween the two metris. ACP evaluates the purity of the generated lusters withrespet to referene lusters manually generated, i.e., whether the generated lustersinlude only reords belonging to the referene lusters. AEP evaluates the level ofsplitting of one entity into several lusters, i.e., how fragmented the generated lustersare. They are de�ned as:
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30 Chapter 3. Basi Coneptslusters (manually generated), q is the number of lusters automatially generated, nijis the number of elements of luster i belonging to luster j, and ni is the number ofelements of luster i.Pairwise F1 (pF1) is de�ned as the harmoni mean of pairwise preision (pp) andpairwise reall (pr), where pairwise preision is measured by the fration of pairwisereords assoiated with the same entity in the lusters, and pairwise reall is the frationof pairwise reords assoiated with the same entity plaed in the same luster. Theyare de�ned as:
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pp + prwhere C(n, r) is the ombination of r elements from a set of n elements,
C(n, r) = n!

r!×(n−r)!
, n ≥ r.Likewise, luster F1 (F1) is a harmoni mean of luster preision (p) and lusterreall (r), where luster preision is the fration of totally orret lusters to thenumber of lusters retrieved, and luster reall is the fration of true lusters retrieved.They are de�ned as:
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cp + crwhere m is the number of totally orret lusters.The ratio of luster size (RCS) is de�ned as the number of lusters retrieveddivided by the number of true lusters, as follows:
RCS =
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Chapter 4The WER Approah
In the �rst setion of this hapter, we exemplify the entity resolution problem. In thefollowing setions, we present the formulation of the solution to the problem, detail itsmain steps, and disuss the WER�Web-based Entity Resolution framework.4.1 Examples of Entity ResolutionIn our examples, we onsider the problem of resolving ambiguity in bibliographi i-tations from digital libraries suh as DBLP [Ley, 2002℄ and CiteSeerX [Giles et al.,1998℄. A itation ontains bibliographi information suh as author names, work title,publiation venue title, and year published. Digital libraries usually ollet itationmetadata from several soures, and they need to resolve entity problems related topubliation venue titles and author names, as we show in the following two examples.4.1.1 Example 1Given the four itations shown in Table 4.1, suppose we would like to �nd out whihof the publiation venue titles refer to the same publiation venue. The problem arisesbeause labels of publiation venues suh as journals, onferenes, and workshops on-tain misspellings, spelling variants, and abbreviated forms, all of whih make searhingand retrieval more di�ult. In the example of Table 4.1, the itations r1 and r3 refer tothe same publiation venue �Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing�, and theitations r2 and r4 refer to the same publiation venue �IEEE International Confereneon High Performane Computing�.Traditional approahes based on approximate string mathing tehniques[Frenh et al., 2000℄ are ine�etive to identify that itations r2 and r4 refer to the31



32 Chapter 4. The WER ApproahCitation Desription
r1 H. S. Paul, A. Gupta, and A. Sharma, �Finding a Suitable Chek-point and Reovery Protool for Distributed Appliations�, Journalof Parallel and Distributed Computing, 2006.
r2 S. Karmakar and A. Gupta , �Fault-tolerant Topology Adaptationby Loalized Distributed Protool Swithing�, IEEE InternationalConferene on High Performane Computing, 2007.
r3 A. Gupta, D. Nelson, and H. Wang, �E�ient Embeddings ofTernary Trees into Hyperubes�, J. Parallel Distr. Comp., 2003.
r4 Z. Kamal, Ajay Gupta, L. Lilien, and A. Khokhar, �An E�ientMAP Classi�er for Sensornets�, HiPC Conferene, 2006.Table 4.1. Example of four itations (r1 to r4) ontaining eah one its authornames, work title, publiation venue title, and year published, respetively.same entity. Our proposal is to searh for additional information on the Web to help inthe disambiguation task. We submit eah publiation venue title as a query to a Websearh engine. Then, we look for evidene in the answer set returned by eah query togroup itations referring to the same entity. For example, if two queries return ommonURLs in their answer sets, it an be an evidene that the orresponding publiationvenue titles refer to the same entity. Also, we an extrat aronyms from the doumentsin the answer sets of the queries and use them as additional information. For example,if we �nd both the aronym �HiPC� and the title �IEEE International Conferene onHigh Performane Computing� in douments returned by queries orresponding to i-tations r2 and r4, it an be an evidene that both publiation venue titles refer to thesame entity.4.1.2 Example 2Given the four itations shown in Table 4.1, suppose we would like to �nd out whihof the author names refer to the same author. The most ompliated ase is to deidewhether the authors whose surnames are �Gupta� are the same author or di�erentauthors. In this ase, itations r1 and r2 are authored by �Arobinda Gupta�, professorof the Indian Institute of Tehnology, and itations r3 and r4 are authored by �AjayGupta�, professor of the Western Mihigan University.Author name ambiguity may our due to the existene of multiple authors withthe same name (polysemes) or di�erent name variations for the same author (syn-onyms). More spei�ally, two related problems an be enumerated in this ontext:mixed itation and split itation [Lee, 2007; Lee et al., 2005℄. The mixed itation prob-lem ours when itations of di�erent authors are mixed, as multiple authors may have



4.2. The WER Formulation 33the same or very similar name spellings. For example, the author �A. Gupta� mayrefer to �Arobinda Gupta� or �Ajay Gupta�, two di�erent people. The split itationproblem ours when itations of the same author are split under name variants. Forexample, the author �Ajay Gupta� may appear in multiple publiations under di�erentname abbreviations, suh as �A. Gupta�, �Ajay Gupta�, or a misspelled name suh as�Ajaj Gupta�.Traditional approahes are usually based on funtions that measure the similarityamong the attribute values, suh as work title and publiation venue title, or look forommon oauthor names among itations to deide whih itations belong to eah oneof the authors [Bhattaharya and Getoor, 2006; Cota et al., 2007; Han et al., 2005℄.Suh approahes ould be ine�etive for the itations in Table 4.1 sine they are allfrom the same area and do not have ommon oauthors.We submit data from eah itation as a query to a Web searh engine aiming at�nding urriula vitae and Web pages ontaining publiations of the authors. Then, welook for evidene in the answer set returned by eah query to group itations referringto the same author. For example, we an look for ommon URLs or use domain-spei� knowledge to identify single author douments (i.e., personal douments aboutonly one person) in the answer sets of the queries, separating them from other types ofdouments suh as the text of an artile with its bibliographi referenes or a doumentwith the list of artiles from a journal or onferene edition. Then, we group itationsin the same doument as being of the same author.4.2 The WER FormulationIn the entity resolution problem, we are given a set of n reords R = {r1, r2, ..., rn},where eah reord ri has attributes ri.A1, ri.A2, ..., ri.Ak, whih we refer to as domain-spei� attributes. While eah attribute might be a referene to a distint entity of theworld, they might all be used as referenes to the same entity. Thus, a referene to theentity to be disambiguated, whih we refer to as primary entity pe, is also provided asinput.The problem of entity resolution onsists of:1. Determining the set E = {e1, e2, ..., em} of distint real-world entities related tothe primary entity pe, where m is the number of distint entities, whih is notprovided as input;2. Assoiating with eah reord ri the orresponding (orret) entity ej ∈ E .



34 Chapter 4. The WER ApproahFigure 4.1 presents an example of some domain-spei� attributes of a biblio-graphi itation reord. In this example, the referene to the primary entity ould bepubliation venue, or author, or artile (all attributes). In the last ase, we might wantto �nd repliated itations that refer to the same artile.
Figure 4.1. Example of a bibliographi itation reord shema ontaining theattributes author name, oauthor names, work title, publiation venue title, andyear published, and its primary entities.An authority �le [Auld, 1982; Frenh et al., 2000℄ is an index of authority reords,where eah reord representing an entity is omposed of a heading to be used as theentity label and a list of variant labels also used to refer to the entity, alled rossreferenes. The headings and the ross referenes an be used by a searh system toanswer queries related to an entity. For example, in an author name authority �le,eah reord represents an author. The full name of the author ould be seleted as theheading while the other names ould be maintained as alternative forms of referringto that author. A user an searh for publiations of an author using any name in thereord.Table 4.2 illustrates the two authority reords generated from the Example 1 ofSetion 4.1. Considering that the primary entity is the publiation venue, we obtainthe entities �Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing� and �IEEE InternationalConferene on High Performane Computing�.

ar1.Ahead JPDC - Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing
ar1.Across {�Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing�, �J. ParallelDistr. Comp.�}
ar2.Ahead HiPC - IEEE International Conferene on High Performane Com-puting
ar2.Across {�IEEE International Conferene on High Performane Comput-ing�, �HiPC Conferene�}Table 4.2. Two authority reords, in this ase relative to publiation venues,that ompose the authority �le for the Example 1 of Setion 4.1. The attribute

ari.Ahead is the heading and the attribute ari.Across ontains the ross referenesof authority reord i. The heading inludes the aronym and the anonial titleof the publiation venue.



4.2. The WER Formulation 35Given a set of reords R and a primary entity pe, an authority �le for the primaryentity an be generated by solving the entity resolution problem. Sine eah lusterrepresents an entity, it is enough to selet, for eah one, a heading assoiated with peto be the anonial label of the entity.The WER approah uses the Web as a soure of additional attributes for entityresolution and reation of authority �les. Figure 4.2 illustrates the main steps of theproess, desribed as follows:

Figure 4.2. Four steps that ompose the entity resolution algorithm in the WERApproah.
• Step 1 (Colleting information from the Web). Submit queries to a Web searhengine and ollet the top m douments in their answer sets. Eah query isformed by a subset of the domain-spei� attribute values of eah reord ri inthe input. The subset of attributes used to ompose the query is seleted by theuser.
• Step 2 (Extrating information from the douments). Extrat Web-inferred at-tributes for eah reord ri by parsing the douments in the answer set of its



36 Chapter 4. The WER Approahassoiated query. The Web-inferred attributes, referred to as B1 to Bl in the �g-ure, are, for example, URLs, titles, texts of the douments, names, and aronyms.In priniple, they an all be used to refer to the entity. Setion 4.3 presents moredetails of this step.
• Step 3 (Clustering reords). Cluster the reords using a ombination of theoriginal domain-spei� and the Web-inferred attributes. Setion 4.4 presentsmore details of this step.
• Step 4 (Generating an authority �le). Generate an authority �le seleting a namein eah luster to be the anonial name of the entity. Setion 4.5 presents moredetails of this step.4.3 Extrating Information from DoumentsThe douments returned by eah query assoiated with reord ri are used to extratnew attributes for ri (Step 2), whih we refer to as Web-inferred attributes. We extratthree basi attributes from eah doument, whih are the URL, the title, and the text.We also extrat a heading for the primary entity, whih is used to reate the authority�le. The heading is obtained from the text of the douments and it is omputed as themost similar string to a referene to primary entity pe (using a similarity funtion suhas the Jaard similarity oe�ient). Other attributes spei� of the input data domainan also be extrated. An example is the aronym. They are ommon in domains thatinlude names suh as names of onferenes, journals, and names of institutions (e.g.:universities and government departments).In this thesis, we proposed a method to extrat these �ve attributes. One thisstep is onluded, eah reord ri has attribute values given by a set of URLs, a set oftitles, a set of texts, the most ommon heading, and the most ommon aronym.Formally, let Di be the set of the top m douments in answer set of the queryassoiated with ri. The set of all olleted douments forms the Web doument sub-olletionD. From eah doument dj ∈ D, we extrat values to the following attributes:URL (dj.Burl), title (dj.Btitle), text ontent (dj.Btext), and heading (dj.Bhead). We alsoonsider additional attributes that are spei� to the input data. For instane, anaronym (dj.Bacro).The extration of the �rst three attributes is diret, as follows: (a) dj .Burl is theURL assoiated with the doument, (b) dj.Btitle is the title of the doument, i.e., thetext between the HTML tags <title> and </title>, and () dj.Btext is the text of the



4.3. Extrating Information from Douments 37doument. The other two attributes, heading and aronym, require a more omplexextration proedure, as we now disuss.4.3.1 Heading ExtrationTo extrat a heading assoiated with the doument dj ∈ Di, we �rst break the textof the doument into phrases, where eah phrase is formed by a sequene of wordsdelimited by puntuation marks. To illustrate, onsider that dj ontains the followingtext: �ACM/IEEE Joint Conferene on Digital Libraries.ACM/IEEE 2003 Joint Conferene on Digital Libraries (JCDL 2003),27-31 May 2003, Houston, Texas, USA, Proeedings. IEEE ComputerSoiety 2003, ...�From this doument, we extrat phrases suh as: �ACM/IEEE Joint Confer-ene on Digital Libraries�, ..., �Houston�, �Texas�, �USA�, �Proeedings�, and �IEEEComputer Soiety 2003�After that, we ompute the similarity between eah phrase and the value of theattribute of ri related to the primary entity pe. The similarity is based on a funtionsuh as the Jaard similarity oe�ient. Then, we selet the phrase with the highestsimilarity to be the value of the heading attribute dj.Bhead. For example, if the attributevalue related to pe were �Joint Conferene on Digital Libraries�, the extrated headingwould be �ACM/IEEE Joint Conferene on Digital Libraries�. We also try to expandsimple abbreviations, like those that math the beginning of a word. If the expansionsueeds, we will onsider the expanded form as a andidate for the heading.When the value of the attribute of ri related to pe is a short text (one or twowords) and one of these words is identi�ed as being an aronym by our algorithm,then instead of obtaining the most similar phrase as desribed above, we try to expandsuh aronym. The expansion algorithm math eah letter, or a sequene of letters,in the aronym with the initial letters in the words of the phrases extrated from
dj. The phrase that mathes with more letters of the aronym, more than a giventhreshold, is seleted as being the heading attribute dj.Bhead. For well known entityaronyms, the searh engine usually returns the aronym and the long entity name inthe douments beause the two forms are often together. For example, if the attributevalue related to pe were �JCDL�, the extrated heading for the previous example wouldbe �ACM/IEEE Joint Conferene on Digital Libraries�, sine �JCDL� is an aronymand its letters math with the initial letters in �Joint Conferene Digital Libraries�.



38 Chapter 4. The WER Approah4.3.2 Aronym ExtrationFrom the text of dj , we extrat an aronym (if it exists) that mathes the extratedheading. Candidates for aronym must have at least two upperase letters. The expan-sion method tries to math initial letters, simple abbreviations and ommon onversionssuh as �2� and �to�. This is also the approah adopted by Larkey et al. [2000℄. An ex-pansion oe�ient is omputed as the number of aronym symbols that were expanded.The aronym with the highest expansion oe�ient, higher than a given threshold, isseleted to represent the aronym assoiated with the doument (dj.Bacro).Attribute values have been extrated from the douments, we assoiate them toreord ri, as follows.4.3.3 URLs, Titles, and TextsThe URLs, titles, and texts assoiated with reord ri are obtained from douments
dj ∈ Di, as:

ri.Burl =
⋃

j

dj.Burl

ri.Btitle =
⋃

j

dj.Btitle

ri.Btext =
⋃

j

dj.Btext4.3.4 HeadingThe heading assoiated with reord ri is seleted as being the most ommon valueamong the values of attributes dj.Bhead, dj ∈ Di. We onsidered the most ommonvalue as being the heading with the highest sum of similarities in relation to the otherheadings extrated from Di, omputed as follows. Let simH(dj.Bhead, dk.Bhead) be afuntion that returns the similarity between the strings dj .Bhead and dk.Bhead. Then, weompute the sum of similarities among the strings dj.Bhead and dk.Bhead, ∀dj , dk ∈ Di,as follows:
sumSim(dj.Bhead) =

∑

k 6=j

simH(dj .Bhead, dk.Bhead) (4.1)Then, the heading Web-inferred attribute value for the reord ri is omputed as:
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ri.Bhead = dj .Bhead, suh that dj.Bhead has the (4.2)maximum sumSim(dj.Bhead)We do not selet the longest heading beause it may introdue more noise, dueto the strategy used to extrat headings from phrases.4.3.5 AronymThe aronym assoiated with reord ri is seleted as being the most ommon valueamong the values of the attributes dj.Bacro, omputed as follows. Let aCount(dj.Bacro)be a funtion that ounts the number of ourrenes of eah distint and not nullaronym dj.Bacro, dj ∈ Di. Then, the aronym Web-inferred attribute value for thereord ri is omputed as:
ri.Bacro = dj.Bacro, suh that dj .Bacro has themaximum aCount(dj .Bacro) (4.3)4.4 Clustering ReordsTo luster reords (Step 3), we use the domain-spei� and the Web-inferred attributes.Eah luster is expeted to represent a distint real-world entity. For this, the luster-ing proedure omputes the pairwise similarity of reords ri and rj using a similarityfuntion, sim(ri, rj), based on a linear ombination of ranking funtions. Eah rankingfuntion assoiates a sore with attribute values of the same attribute. Let Fp(ri, rj)be the ranking funtion for the pth attribute of reords ri and rj , and let wp be a weightassoiated with the pth attribute. We de�ne







sim(ri, rj) =
∑

p wp × Fp(ri, rj)
∑

p wp = 1
(4.4)That is, we use a simple linear ombination of ranking funtions and determinethe best weighted ombination empirially. Our objetive is to demonstrate that theinferred attributes obtained from the Web are useful to disambiguate entities, indepen-



40 Chapter 4. The WER Approahdently of the strategy used to ombine them.The ranking funtions for eah one of the Web-inferred attributes are as follows.
Furl(ri, rj) =

{

1.0 if |ri.Burl ∩ rj.Burl| ≥ q, q > 0
p

q
if |ri.Burl ∩ rj.Burl| = p, 0 ≤ p < qwhere q is a parameter set empirially, orresponding to the required number of ommonURLs in the two sets.

Ftitle(ri, rj) = simT (ri.Btitle, rj.Btitle)Analogously to the Ftitle(ri, rj), we de�ne the funtions Ftext(ri, rj) and
Fhead(ri, rj) using the similarity funtions simX(ri.Btext, rj.Btext) and simH(ri.Bhead,

rj.Bhead), respetively, where simT , simX, and simH are any string similarity funtionsuh as Jaard similarity oe�ient or osine similarity.Finally,
Facro(ri, rj) =































1.0 if ri.Bacro = rj .Bacroand ri.Bacro is not null
0.0 if ri.Bacro 6= rj .Bacro

v if ri.Bacro is nulland rj.Bacro is null, 0.0 ≤ v ≤ 1.0where v is a parameter set empirially, used when there is no aronym in both reords.For lustering the reords, we an use a lustering proedure based on any teh-nique, suh as the K-nearest-neighbor (KNN) or the hierarhial agglomerative lus-tering (HAC) [Croft et al., 2009℄.
4.5 Generating an Authority FileIn Step 4, we generate an authority �le. Sine eah luster ck generated in Step 3represents a distint real-world entity ek ∈ E then it represents an authority reord arkof the authority �le, and we store a link to the reords that it groups. Also, we storethe set of attribute values of its reords orresponding to the primary entity, whihomprises the ross referenes attribute ark.Across. Moreover, we selet its headingattribute ark.Ahead, omputed as follows.Analogously to Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.2), we ompute the heading attribute
ark.Ahead for the authority reord ark, where eah ri.Bhead is the heading of the reord
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ri ∈ ck, as follows:

sumSim(ri.Bhead) =
∑

j 6=i

simH(ri.Bhead, rj.Bhead)

ark.Ahead = ri.Bhead, suh that ri.Bhead has themaximum sumSim(ri.Bhead)If an aronym exists for any reord in ck, we ompute the aronym attribute
ark.Aacro for the authority reord ark and onatenates it to the heading, giving moreinformation about the entity. Analogously to Eq. (4.3), it is omputed as follows:

ark.Aacro = ri.Bacro, suh that ri.Bacro has themaximum aCount(ri.Bacro)4.6 The WER FrameworkWe implemented a generi and on�gurable framework for entity resolution and re-ation of authority �les. The framework is omposed of lasses orresponding to themain steps of the WER algorithm. These lasses ontain basi operations for generientity resolution and reation of authority �les, and they an be extended for domain-spei� appliations.The WER framework is on�gurable and the user an, for example, set the at-tributes of the reords and selet the attributes to ompose the queries, the attributeorresponding to the primary entity, the type of doument to be olleted (text snippetor full text), the similarity funtion to be used to ompare strings in the extrationof information and in the lustering proedure (e.g., edit distane, Jaard oe�ient,and osine), the lustering proedure, and the weights to be used on the lusteringsimilarity funtion.The WER framework also implements some lustering metris to evaluate ex-perimental results, suh as the k metri, pairwise F1, and luster F1. It is usefull forsimulations, permitting to model di�erent strategies for entity resolution and to assesstheir results.In the following setions, we present the details of the framework implementation,its user interfae, and how to empirially determine the parameters of our approah.



42 Chapter 4. The WER Approah4.6.1 Details of ImplementationWe implemented the WER framework in the C++ language using objet-orientedparadigm. Figure 4.3 presents the diagram of its main lasses. The lasses that keepinformation about the data generated in the four steps of our approah are desribedas follows:
• Attribute: stores the name and the value of an attribute of a reord;
• Reord : stores the list of attributes of a reord;
• Query : stores the query submitted to a Web searh engine related to a reord.More than one reord an generate the same query if the attributes seleted toompose a query have the same values;
• Doument : stores the URL, title, and the text of a doument in the answer setof a query;
• WebInfoDo: stores the heading and the aronym extrated from a doument;
• WebInfo: stores the heading and the aronym seleted from the set of doumentsrelated to a same reord;
• Cluster : stores the heading and the aronym of a luster, i.e., of an authorityreord. Eah luster also stores its set of reords.The other three lasses (shadow lasses in Figure 4.3) implement the operationsof the four steps of our approah, desribed as follows:
• Colletor : implements the Step 1. This lass has operations to formulate queriesto the input reords, submit them to a Web searh engine, and ollet the top

m douments in the answer set of eah query. We implemented an interfae toGoogle Searh API [Google API, 2009℄. To ollet the full text of the douments,we used the liburl C API1;
• Extrator : implements the Step 2. This lass has operations to extrat a headingand an aronym from eah doument, and selet a heading and an aronym toeah reord;1http://url.haxx.se/liburl//
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Figure 4.3. WER framework lass diagram.
• Clustering : implements the Steps 3 and 4. This lass has operations to lusterthe input reords and selet a anonial name to eah entity, generating an au-thority �le. We implemented two lustering proedures: KNN and HAC (Setion3.3.2). We implemented the similarity funtions for the Web-inferred attributes,desribed in Setion 4.4, and the following string-based similarity funtions: editdistane, Jaard oe�ient, edit distane ombined with Jaard oe�ient,and osine (Setion 3.1). We also implemented the lustering evaluation metrisdesribed in Setion 3.3.2.2.Solutions to new domains an be easily developed by speializing the frameworkode. In the objet-oriented paradigm, this means reate sublasses of more generilasses. For example, to implement our solution to author name resolution (Chapter6), we reated a sublass of the WebInfoDo lass, adding the attributes single authordoument, doument author name, and IHF. We reated a sublass of the Extratorlass, adding operations to extrat the previous attributes. We also reated a sublassof the Clustering lass, adding a new lustering proedure.



44 Chapter 4. The WER Approah4.6.2 User InterfaeThe user interats with the WER framework using a onsole interfae. The input dataand the parameter on�gurations are input by XML �les, as we desribe follows.The input data �le must ontain a <reord> tag for eah reord, and eah reordontains a tag for eah of one of its attributes. The <id> tag is mandatory and itsvalue must be unique among all reords. It is used to refer to eah reord when theluster quality is assessed. An example of an input data �le is shown below:<entities><entity><id>1</id><desription>HP O�ejet J3680</desription></entity><entity><id>2</id><desription>HP J3680 printer</desription></entity></entities>The parameter on�gurations are input by a XML �le using the following tags:
• <qryAttributes>: attribute names to ompose the queries;
• <stopwords>: list of stop words. Suh stop words are removed when omparingstrings in similarity funtions;
• <doType>: type of doument to be olleted (S - text snippet, F - full text);
• <infoAttribute>: attribute orresponding to the primary entity;
• <aronymExeptions>: list of aronym exeptions;
• <simPhrase>: similarity funtion used in the heading extration;
• <simFuntions>: similarity funtion parameters used in Eq. (4.4). For eahattribute, its weight and similarity funtion are respetively informed. For the

Furl, the last parameter is the value of q, and for Facro, the value of v;
• <lusteringProedure>: luster proedure to be used;
• <lustThreshold>: lustering threshold to fuse luster.



4.6. The WER Framework 45An example of a parameter on�guration �le is shown below:<on�g><qryAttributes>desription</qryAttributes><stopwords>of the in on and or with for from at</stopwords><doType>S</doType><infoAttribute>desription</infoAttribute><aronymExeptions>PDF DOC PS</aronymExeptions><simPhrase>jaard</simPhrase><simFuntions>url 0.5 3 title 0.0 jaard text 0.0 jaard heading 0.5 jaardaronym 0.0 0.7 desription 0.0 editDistane</simFuntions><lusteringProedure>HAC</lusteringProedure><lustThreshold>0.65</lustThreshold></on�g>The exeution of the framework is omposed of the following sequene of om-mands:1. authorityFile 1 olletion.xml on�g.xml outFile pages: submits queries to a Websearh engine and ollets the douments. olletion.xml is the input data �lename, on�g.xml is the parameter on�guration �le name, outFile is the diretorywhere the output data is stored, and pages is the diretory where the olleteddouments are stored.2. authorityFile 2 on�g.xml outFile: extrats the Web-inferred attributes.3. authorityFile 3 on�g.xml outFile olletion-man-lusters: generates the lustersand the authority �le. olletion-man-lusters is a text �le ontaining the manu-ally generated lusters used to assess the quality of the automatially generatedlusters. In this �le, eah line ontains the identi�ation of the input reords ineah luster, delimited by a tab harater. In the end of this step, a �le ontainingthe lusters and the evaluation metris is generated.4.6.3 How to Empirially Determine the ParametersThe WER approah requires many parameters to be empirially determined. Theseare:
• the weights and similarity funtions of Eq. (4.4);
• the q parameter of the ranking funtion Furl;
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• the v parameter of the ranking funtion Facro.We suggest the following proedure to obtain them. Before generating an author-ity �le for a test dataset, selet another dataset from the same domain and �ne tunethe parameters in this dataset. Try several di�erent ombinations of parameters untilthe best result is obtained. Then, apply these parameters to the test dataset.If the objetive is to evaluate the method omparing it with other solutions, wean also use a k-fold ross validation proedure, similar to the method usually usedin supervised approahes. In this ase, the dataset is divided into k subsets, and themethod is repeated k times. Eah time, one of the k subsets is used as the test set andthe other k-1 are put together to form a training set. The parameters are determinedin the training set and applied to the test set. Then an average value for eah metriis omputed in the test set aross all k runs.



Chapter 5Experimental Evaluation
In this setion, we present the experiments we onduted to evaluate the WER method.The WER method takes the domain-spei� attribute values of the input reords anduses the Web to extrat inferred attribute values to them. Then, it applies rankingfuntions on domain-spei� and Web-inferred attributes, and a lustering proedureto disambiguate them, generating an authority �le.Figure 5.1 presents the design of the experiments. The objetive of the experi-ments is to demonstrate the e�etiveness of the Web-inferred attributes Bi. We om-pare the WER strategy using only ranking funtions applied to the attributes extratedfrom the Web against baselines that use the same lustering proedure, but the rankingfuntions are applied to domain-spei� attributes Ai only.In the experiments, we use the Jaard oe�ient, edit distane, osine, andJaard oe�ient ombined with edit distane [Frenh et al., 2000℄ metris to ompareattributes of the string type. For lustering data, we use the KNN and HAC lusteringproedures as desribed in Setion 3.3.2.1. The results were ompared using the K,pairwise F1, and luster F1 metris desribed in Setion 3.3.2.2.We �ne tuned the parameters and the ontribution weights of the ranking fun-tions to obtain the best results, for both the baselines and WER. We did not use adata sample to adjust suh values, we adjusted them using all data in the test dataset,for both the baselines and WER.To obtain information from the Web, we used the Google Searh API[Google API, 2009℄ and olleted the top 10 text snippets from eah query.The experiments were performed on the following three problems: printer desrip-tion, publiation venue title, and author name resolution. In the following setions, wereport the experiments and results for eah one of the three problems.47
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Figure 5.1. Design of the experiments. (a) Baseline�uses the domain-spei�attributes Ai of the input reords to ompute sim(ri, rj) (b) WER�uses theinferred attributes Bi extrated from the Web to ompute sim(ri, rj).5.1 Experiments with Printer DesriptionResolutionIn this setion, we present the experiments to evaluate the WER method for the printerdesription resolution problem. It is a ommon problem faed by online produt atalogservies that need to onsolidate produt desriptions extrated from di�erent Webpages into lists related to the same produt.To illustrate, onsider the four printer desriptions presented in Table 5.1. Thethree �rst desriptions refer to the same printer, and the last desription, despite verysimilar to the �rst, orresponds to a di�erent printer.HP O�ejet J3680 All-in-One Printer, Fax, Sanner, CopierHP CB071A#A2L J3680 O�ejet Multifuntion PrinterHewlett Pakard O�ejet 3680 All-in-One Printer (CB071A)HP O�ejet J4580 All-in-One Printer, Fax, Sanner, CopierTable 5.1. Examples of printer desriptions found in the test dataset.



5.1. Experiments with Printer Desription Resolution 495.1.1 DatasetFor testing, we used a real dataset of printer desriptions obtained by querying Google'sProdut Searh1. First, we manually olleted distint printer desriptions from sitesof several manufatures (HP, Epson, Canon and others). Then, we used these printerdesriptions as queries to Google's Produt Searh and olleted the titles of eah do-ument in the answer set. Finally, we manually seleted, for eah query, those distintresults that really orresponded to the queried printer. The resulting dataset is om-posed of 2169 distint printer desription strings, whih we used for the experiments.These strings are distributed in 158 lusters, having an average of 13.7 strings perluster, where the largest luster has 27 strings, and the smallest, 2.5.1.2 ResultsFor querying the Google searh engine, we used the value of the desription attribute.In the lustering step, the best ombination of ranking funtions used the pairs of URLsand headings, with weights 0.5 and 0.5, respetively. The parameter q in Furl funtion(the number of ommon URLs) was empirially set to 3.Table 5.2 shows the results omparing WER with baselines, both using the KNNlustering proedure and four similarity funtions: Jaard, edit distane, Jaardombined with edit distane, and osine. For eah omparison, we applied the orre-sponding similarity funtion to the printer desription attribute for the baseline andthe same similarity funtion to the heading attribute for WER, whih also used thepair of URLs' attribute. Eah ell shows the value for the K, pairwise (pF1), andluster F1 (F1) metris. Averages were omputed with 95% on�dene interval. Foreah similarity funtion, the third line shows the gain of WER, whih is statistiallysigni�ant for all metris.WER was better than the baselines for all metris. Comparing the similarityfuntions, we an observe that the results on Jaard, osine, and Jaard with editdistane are statistially tied, although the Jaard numbers are, in general, a littlebit higher. Edit distane did not reah good results. The results on luster F1 are lowbeause the dataset has many large lusters ontaining many variant forms, making itdi�ult to obtain totally orret lusters.Table 5.3 is similar to Table 5.2, exept that the experiments for both, WERand baselines, used the HAC lustering proedure. The results also show that WERovertook the baselines on all metris, and edit distane reahed the worst numbers.1http://www.google.om/produts
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Method Funtion K (%) pF1 (%) F1 (%)WER jaard 76.2 ± 1.8 63.9 ± 2.0 6.3 ± 1.0baseline jaard 51.6 ± 2.1 28.4 ± 1.9 0.2 ± 0.2gain of WER 47.7 125.0 3050.0WER editDistane 70.9 ± 1.9 57.0 ± 2.1 2.9 ± 0.7baseline editDistane 34.4 ± 2.0 3.0 ± 0.7 0.0 ± 0.0gain of WER 106.1 1800.0 �WER jaard-editDistane 73.2 ± 1.9 64.1 ± 1.7 4.8 ± 0.9baseline jaard-editDistane 48.3 ± 2.1 20.8 ± 1.7 0.3 ± 0.2gain of WER 51.6 208.2 1500.0WER osine 74.8 ± 1.8 64.5 ± 2.0 5.2 ± 0.9baseline osine 42.6 ± 2.1 15.9 ± 1.5 0.0 ± 0.0gain of WER 75.6 305.7 �Table 5.2. Comparison of WER with the baselines for four similarity funtionsusing the KNN lustering proedure. Eah ell shows the value for the K, thepairwise (pF1), and the luster F1 (F1) metris.
Method Funtion K (%) pF1 (%) F1 (%)WER jaard 65.2 ± 2.0 55.8 ± 2.1 2.9 ± 0.7baseline jaard 44.0 ± 2.1 28.9 ± 1.9 0.5 ± 0.3gain of WER 48.2 93.1 480.0WER editDistane 60.8 ± 2.1 50.9 ± 2.1 2.0 ± 0.6baseline editDistane 25.2 ± 1.8 9.5 ± 1.2 0.3 ± 0.2gain of WER 141.3 435.8 566.7WER jaard-editDistane 65.1 ± 2.0 56.1 ± 2.1 2.4 ± 0.6baseline jaard-editDistane 41.1 ± 2.1 24.2 ± 1.8 0.5 ± 0.3gain of WER 58.4 131.8 380.0WER osine 65.4 ± 2.0 56.8 ± 2.1 3.2 ± 0.7baseline osine 39.3 ± 2.1 22.5 ± 1.8 0.3 ± 0.2gain of WER 66.4 152.4 966.7Table 5.3. Comparison of WER with the baselines for four similarity funtionsusing the HAC lustering proedure. Eah ell shows the value for the K, thepairwise (pF1), and the luster F1 (F1) metris.



5.1. Experiments with Printer Desription Resolution 51Comparing the results of both tables, we an see that the KNN lustering proedureprodued better results than HAC.Table 5.4 shows the results for WER using similarity funtions applied separatelyto eah one of the Web-inferred attributes. The objetive is to evaluate the individualontribution of eah Web-inferred attribute. All methods used the KNN lusteringproedure and the omparison of the attributes used the Jaard similarity funtion,exept for the set of URLs. We do not use the aronym attribute beause it is notommon in printer desriptions.As we an see in the table, the best results were obtained by using the set of URLsattribute values, indiating that if two referenes to the primary entity have at leastthree URLs in ommon in the answer set of their orresponding queries, they probablyrepresent the same entity. Comparing the �rst and the last line in the table, we an seethat the use of the heading attribute generated better results than its orrespondingdesription attribute. Remember that the heading attribute value is obtained from theWeb douments as a anonial label to the desription attribute value. Moreover, theset of titles and the set of texts did not demonstrate to be good evidene to help inthe disambiguation task when used as we proposed. However, they ontain valuableinformation (the heading is extrated from eah title and text, and it is a good evidene)and we need to investigate better their use.Method Attribute K (%) pF1 (%) F1 (%)WER heading 66.2 ± 2.0 56.0 ± 2.1 2.3 ± 0.6WER set of URLs 72.2 ± 1.9 60.5 ± 2.1 3.4 ± 0.8WER set of titles 49.3 ± 2.1 17.1 ± 1.6 0.4 ± 0.3WER set of texts 45.2 ± 2.1 5.3 ± 0.9 0.2 ± 0.2baseline desription 51.6 ± 2.1 28.4 ± 1.9 0.2 ± 0.2Table 5.4. Comparison of the ontribution of eah Web-inferred attribute usedindividually to ompose the similarity funtion of WER. All methods used theKNN lustering proedure and the omparison of the attributes used the Jaardsimilarity funtion, exept for the set of URLs. Eah ell shows the value for theK, the pairwise (pF1), and the luster F1 (F1) metris.We manually veri�ed the lustering results for WER using the ombination ofthe heading and set of URLs' attributes. We an observe that similar strings suh as�HP O�ejet J3680 All-in-One Printer, Fax, Sanner, Copier� and �HP O�ejet J4580All-in-One Printer, Fax, Sanner, Copier� were put together in the same luster bythe baseline and, orretly, in distint lusters by WER. Also, strings with few wordsin ommon suh as �HP O�ejet J3680 All-in-One Printer, Fax, Sanner, Copier� and�HP CB071A#A2L J3680 O�ejet Multifuntion Printer�, desribing the same printer,



52 Chapter 5. Experimental Evaluationwere put together in the same luster by WER, and in distint lusters by the baseline.In both ases, the URLs were important to disambiguate them.Analyzing the WER failure ases, we found errors when disambiguating printersthat have variations of the same model, suh as �HP LaserJet P3005 Printer�, �HPLaserJet P3005d Printer�, and �HP LaserJet P3005dn Printer�. They have similarstrings and their queries return some URLs in ommon, whih led WER to put theminto the same luster, even being distint printers. Another failure ase oured whenthe printer desription ontained several other abbreviated spei�ations besides itssimple desription. For instane, the printer �Lexmark x363dn Multifuntion Printer�has as one of its desriptions the string �Lexmark 13b0501 x363dn mfp mono fb adfenet usb 1200dpi 128mb� that details other printer spei�ations embedded in its de-sription. Suh detailed desriptions produe few or no ommon URL with otherdesriptions of the same printer, whih makes WER put them into distint lusters. Inboth ases, the baseline also produed erroneous results.
Authority FileWe evaluated the quality of the heading of the authority �le produed by WER. Weompared the heading extrated from the Web with the original printer desriptionvalue. We onsidered good headings those ontaining the printer desription withoutabbreviations or additional spei�ations suh as speed, size, and memory.We randomly seleted 108 (5%) printer desriptions from the dataset, manuallyevaluated their headings, and lassi�ed the results in four ases: (1) the heading isgood and the original desription is not, (2) the heading and the original desriptionare both good, (3) neither the heading nor the original desription is good, and (4)the heading is not good and the original desription is. We obtained the followingresults for the four ases, respetively: 40.7%, 28.7%, 23.2%, and 7.4% . Suh resultsdemonstrate that WER obtains a better desription for 40.7% of the printers, and itserror rate was of 7.4%. Note that 63.9% of the input desriptions are not good to beused as a printer anonial desription, and using the headings obtained by WER, only
30.6% of the desriptions remain not good.



5.2. Experiments with Publiation Venue Title Resolution 535.2 Experiments with Publiation Venue TitleResolutionIn this setion, we present the experiments we arried out to evaluate the WER methodfor the publiation venue title resolution problem. It is a ommon problem in digitallibraries, whih needs to identify whih bibliographi itations refer to eah one of thepubliation venues. A publiation venue title might appear written in distint formsin itations.To illustrate, onsider some of the distint referenes to the VLDB onferenepresented in Table 5.5. Some referenes, suh as those in the �rst and in the thirdlines, have no similarity when ompared using traditional string mathing tehniquessuh as osine or Jaard similarity oe�ient.VLDBVLDB ConfereneInternational Conferene on Very Large Data BasesInternational Conferene on Very Large DatabasesInt. Conf. on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB)Table 5.5. Examples of distint referenes to the VLDB Conferene found inthe test dataset.
5.2.1 DatasetFor testing, we used a real dataset of itations (bibliographi reords) obtained byquerying Google Sholar2. It onsists of Computer Siene publiations from fourAmerian universities (Stanford, MIT, Harvard and UC Berkeley). We hose GoogleSholar beause it stores real data automatially rawled from Web pages. We usedthe names of faulty members as queries to Google Sholar and olleted the bibtexentries in the answer set of eah query. We seleted only artiles/papers that inludedinformation on publiation venue. Google Sholar does not identify the type of apubliation venue, neither onverts it into a anonial form. The resulting datasetis omposed of 16689 itation reords ontaining 8399 distint publiation venue titlestrings, whih we used for the experiments.We have 8399 distint publiation venue title strings in the test olletion. It istime onsuming to manually determine the orret luster of eah string. Besides, weneed to determine the publiation venue anonial title and aronym for eah luster.2http://sholar.google.om



54 Chapter 5. Experimental EvaluationInspired by Frenh et al. [2000℄, we measured the results based on sample test bases.After a preliminary exeution of the system, we de�ned two sample test bases. For the�rst sample, we randomly seleted 110 lusters. We named this sample as sample-at-random. For the seond sample, whih we named as sample-of-the-largest, we hose the
50 lusters with the largest support, i.e., the largest number of non-distint itationsin the input olletion. For eah publiation venue of eah sample, we manually deter-mined its anonial title, aronym, and all strings in the input olletion that representitations to that publiation venue.The sample-at-random dataset has a total of 691 distint strings, representing
8.2% of the input strings. This sample has on average 6.3 strings per luster, thelargest luster has 81 strings, and there are 46 single lusters. The sample-of-the-largest dataset has a total of 1142 distint strings, representing 13.6% of the inputstrings. This sample has on average 22.8 strings per luster, the largest luster has 81strings, and there are only three single lusters.For evaluation purposes, we assumed that the goal was to plae the strings ofeah sample in their orret luster, the remaining strings ould be lustered in anyway as long as they did not appear in one of the standard lusters of the sample. Thistask is more di�ult than simply lustering the sample strings, more lusters must beexamined, and the sample strings of interest may be intermingled with other strings.5.2.2 ResultsFor querying the Google searh engine, we used the value of the publiation venue titleattribute. In the lustering step, the best ombination of ranking funtions used thepairs of URLs, headings, and aronyms, with the weights 0.2, 0.5, and 0.3, respetively.The parameter q in Furl funtion (the number of ommon URLs) was empirially setto 3. The parameter v in Facro funtion was also empirially set to 0.7.Table 5.6 shows the results omparing the Jaard similarity oe�ient baselinewith WER using the same similarity funtion to ompare headings. The last line ofeah sample in the table presents the gains of WER, whih are statistially signi�antat a 95% on�dene level for the K and the pF1 metris, on both the sample-at-randomand sample-of-the-largest sets. The results on pairwise F1 are lower for the sample-at-random set beause it has many single lusters, whih are not ounted on this metri.And the results on luster F1 are lower for the sample-of-the-largest set beause it hasmany large lusters ontaining many variant forms, making it more di�ult to obtaintotally orret lusters.We also ompared WER with baselines using edit distane, Jaard ombined



5.2. Experiments with Publiation Venue Title Resolution 55sample-at-random (%)Method K pF1 F1WER 75.4 ± 3.2 37.5 ± 3.6 27.6 ± 3.3baseline 67.2 ± 3.5 19.3 ± 2.9 25.1 ± 3.2Gain of WER 12.2 94.3 10.0sample-of-the-largest (%)Method K pF1 F1WER 74.5 ± 2.5 58.0 ± 2.9 3.0 ± 1.0baseline 65.1 ± 2.8 35.9 ± 2.8 1.7 ± 0.7Gain of WER 14.4 61.6 76.5Table 5.6. Comparison of WER against the baseline for the sample-at-randomand sample-of-the-largest sets from the dataset. Eah ell shows the value for theK, the pairwise (pF1), and the luster F1 (F1) metris.with edit distane, and osine similarity funtions. The results were similar to theJaard similarity oe�ient, exept for the edit distane similarity whih reahedlower numbers.We manually veri�ed the lustering results and observed that short and longstrings, suh as �ACM SOSP � and �Symposium on Operating Systems Priniples�,that have no similarity among them using traditional string mathing tehniques, wereorretly put together in the same luster by WER and in distint lusters by thebaseline.WER failed in ases for whih (1) the query was too generi, for instane, �Ar-ti�ial Intelligene� as a journal title, (2) the query ontained many spelling errors orabbreviated forms, and (3) two publiation venues use a same aronym or a publiationvenue is known by di�erent aronyms.Authority FileWe evaluated the quality of the heading of the authority �le produed by WER. Weompared the heading extrated from the Web with the original publiation venuetitle value. We onsidered good headings those ontaining the full publiation venuetitle without abbreviations, aronyms or additional information suh as loal of event,date, volume, and page number. Small variations in the titles were admitted, speiallythose suh as inlusion of the sponsor and the use of words �Annual� or �International�.For instane, �IEEE Computer Soiety International Conferene on Computer Visionand Pattern Reognition� and �IEEE Conferene on Computer Vision and PatternReognition� are both onsidered good headings. But �CVPR� and �Comp. VisionPatt. Reog.� are both onsidered not good headings.



56 Chapter 5. Experimental EvaluationWe randomly seleted 92 (5%) publiation venue titles from the two sampledatasets, manually evaluated their heading, and lassi�ed the results in four ases:(1) the heading is good and the original title is not, (2) the heading and the originaltitle are both good, (3) neither the heading nor the original title is good, and (4) theheading is not good and the original title is. We obtained the following results for thefour ases, respetively: 25.0%, 57.6%, 10.9%, and 6.5% . Suh results demonstratethat WER obtains a better title for 25.0% of the publiation venues, and its error ratewas of 6.5%.Publiation venues are usually identi�ed by their aronyms. Then, we also evalu-ated the quality of the aronym obtained by WER. We onsidered orret the ases inwhih the publiation venue has an aronym and it was orretly obtained or the publi-ation venue does not have an aronym and WER did not obtain it. In all other ases,it is onsidered inorret. To ompare an aronym obtained by WER with the originalaronym, we onsidered that an original aronym exists if it an be easily identi�ed inthe original title by a human being. We evaluated the same 92 publiation venue titlesused to evaluate headings, and lassi�ed the results in four ases: (1) the aronym wasorretly obtained and the original aronym does not exist, (2) the aronym was or-retly obtained and the original aronym exists, (3) the aronym was not obtained andthe the original really does not exist, and (4) the aronym was inorretly obtainedor it was not obtained and the original aronym exists. We obtained the followingresults for the four ases, respetively: 51.1%, 14.1%, 23.9%, and 10.9%. Suh resultsdemonstrate that WER produed a orret aronym for 89.1% of the ases, and itserror rate was of 10.9%.5.3 Experiments with Author Name ResolutionIn this setion, we present the experiments to evaluate the WER method for the authorname resolution problem. It is a ommon problem in digital libraries, whih need toidentify whih bibliographi itations refer to eah one of the authors. We annotsolve this problem using only the author name due to the existene of multiple authorswith the same name (polysemes) or di�erent name variations for the same author(synonyms).To illustrate, onsider the three itations presented in table 5.7. The three i-tations have an author alled �A. Gupta�. However, �A. Gupta� in itations c1 and
c2 refers to �Arobinda Gupta�, professor of the Indian Institute of Tehnology, and�A. Gupta� in itation c3 refers to �Ajay Gupta�, professor of the Western Mihigan



5.3. Experiments with Author Name Resolution 57University.Citation Desription
c1 H. S. Paul, A. Gupta, and A. Sharma, �Finding a Suitable Chek-point and Reovery Protool for Distributed Appliations�, Journalof Parallel and Distributed Computing, 2006.
c2 S. Karmakar and A. Gupta , �Fault-tolerant Topology Adaptationby Loalized Distributed Protool Swithing�, IEEE InternationalConferene on High Performane Computing, 2007.
c3 A. Gupta, D. Nelson, and H. Wang, �E�ient Embeddings ofTernary Trees into Hyperubes�, J. Parallel Distr. Comp., 2003.Table 5.7. Example of three itations (c1 to c3) ontaining eah one its authornames, work title, publiation venue title, and year published, respetively.

5.3.1 DatasetFor testing WER for the author name resolution problem, we performed experimentson the dataset proposed by Han et al. [2005℄. Table 5.8 presents information aboutthis dataset. It is omposed of 8442 itation reords, with 480 distint authors, dividedinto 14 ambiguous groups. Eah author has at least 2 itations. Eah reord ontainsthe following attributes: ambiguous author name, oauthor names, work title, andpubliation venue title.5.3.2 ResultsFor querying the Google searh engine, we used the value of the ambiguous authorname and the work title attributes. The idea is that, if two distint queries returnommon URLs, probably suh douments ontain publiations of the same author. Inthe lustering step, the best ombination of ranking funtions used the pairs of URLsonly. The parameter q in Furl funtion (the number of ommon URLs) was empiriallyset to 2.Table 5.9 shows the results omparing the Jaard similarity oe�ient baselinewith WER using the K, pairwise F1 (pF1), and luster F1 (F1) metris. For the base-line, eah itation is represented by the string formed by onatenating the oauthorname, work title, and publiation venue title attribute values. The last line in the tablepresents the gains of WER, whih are statistially signi�ant at a 95% on�dene levelfor the K and pF1 metris. Although the baseline overtook WER on luster F1, thegain is not statistially signi�ant, and the results are low for both methods.



58 Chapter 5. Experimental EvaluationName Number of Authors Number of CitationsA. Gupta 26 577A. Kumar 14 244C. Chen 61 800D. Johnson 15 368J. Lee 100 1417J. Martin 16 112J. Robinson 12 171J. Smith 31 927K. Tanaka 10 280M. Brown 13 153M. Jones 13 259M. Miller 12 412S. Lee 86 1458Y. Chen 71 1264Total 480 8,442Table 5.8. Information about the dataset proposed by Han et al. [2005℄, dividedinto 14 ambiguous groups. Eah olumn lists, respetively, the name label of theambiguous group, the number of authors eah name label orresponds to, and thetotal number of itations in the orrespondent ambiguous group.Method K pF1 F1WER 72.6 ± 5.0 66.4 ± 9.3 3.8 ± 1.7baseline 55.9 ± 3.6 37.3 ± 7.7 5.1 ± 2.2Gain of WER 28.1 78.0 -25.5Table 5.9. Comparison of WER against the baseline. Eah ell shows the meanvalue among the 14 groups of authors for the K, the pairwise (pF1), and theluster F1 (F1) metris.We also ompared WER with baselines using edit distane, Jaard ombinedwith edit distane, and osine similarity funtions. The results were similar to theJaard similarity oe�ient, exept for the edit distane similarity whih reahedlower numbers.We manually veri�ed the lustering results and identi�ed that many itations ofdistint authors were put together in the same luster. This happens beause manydouments in the query answer sets ontain itations of distint authors. Suh dou-ments are, for example, text of artiles or pages of artiles in digital libraries that alsoontain their bibliographi referenes, or list of artiles from a journal or onfereneedition. Probably, we ould obtain better results if we identi�ed the douments in thequery answer sets that ontained only publiations of a single author, suh as his/herurriulum vitae. This motivated us to implement a spei� solution for author nameresolution that we desribe in Chapter 6.



5.3. Experiments with Author Name Resolution 59Authority FileWe evaluated the quality of the heading of the authority �le produed by WER. Weompared the heading extrated from the Web with the original author name. We on-sidered good headings those ones ontaining an extend or full name of the author. Forexample, �Arobinda Gupta� is an extend name for the abbreviated name �A. Gupta�.We randomly seleted 84 (1%) author name referenes from the dataset, manuallyevaluated their headings based on the DBLP author page or on the urriulum vitaeof the authors, and lassi�ed the results in four ases: (1) the heading is a orretexpanded name and the original name is abbreviated, (2) the heading and the originalname are both expanded and orret, (3) the heading and the original name are bothabbreviated and orret, and (4) the heading is inorret. We obtained the followingresults for the four ases, respetively: 17.9%, 9.5%, 67.9%, and 4.7% . Suh resultsdemonstrate that WER obtained a orret expanded name for 27.4% of the authors,and its error rate was of 4.7%. The perentage of expanded names is low beauseauthor names usually appear abbreviated in itations.





Chapter 6A Spei� Solution for AuthorName Resolution
The proposal for extrating information from the Web to help in the entity disam-biguation proess may be speialized for some appliations. In this ase, we an usespei� knowledge about the appliation to apply heuristis that may improve the re-sults. We apply this idea to develop a spei� solution for author name resolution[Pereira et al., 2009b℄. Several other methods have been proposed in the literature fordisambiguating author names in bibliographi itations [Cota et al., 2007; Han et al.,2004, 2005; Huang et al., 2006; Kang et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2005; On et al., 2005;Song et al., 2007; Tan et al., 2006℄.As we presented in the experiments on author name resolution in Setion 5.3,we submitted queries to a Web searh engine aiming at �nding douments ontainingpubliations of authors. Then, we trusted the fat that, if two or more queries returndouments in ommon, they may indiate that suh douments ontain publiationsof a single author. In fat, it may be true for many douments, but there are alsomany others that an ontain publiations of distint authors, suh as text of artilesor pages of artiles in digital libraries that also ontain their bibliographi referenes, orlist of artiles from a journal or onferene edition. We an take advantage of knowingsuh spei� appliation properties and make use of some heuristis to determine whihones are the douments that will e�etively help in the author name disambiguationproess.The spei� solution is similar to the generi one in the sense that we submitqueries to a Web searh engine using the attribute values of the input itations, weollet and extrat information from the douments in the answer sets, and we applya lustering proedure to group itations of the same author. The main di�erene is61



62 Chapter 6. A Speifi Solution for Author Name Resolutionthat we use spei� knowledge about the appliation to lassify the douments in orderof importane to the disambiguation proess. The spei� solution is based on: (1)identifying single author douments, i.e., douments ontaining itations of a singleperson suh as a urriulum vitae, (2) weighting douments generating a ranking oftheir importane in the disambiguation proess, and (3) applying a spei� lusteringproedure using single author douments and the doument ranking. Suh steps aresummarized as follows.To identify a single author doument, we look for an author name in the pagetitle of a doument, in its URL, and in the beginning of its text. In the latter ase, wetry to identify urriula vitae, where the author name appears in the beginning of thedoument along with words suh as �urriulum vitae�, �resume�, �name�, �address�,�mail�, and �phone�. If an author name appears alone in one of these three plaesand the same author name appears in all itations found in the doument, then thedoument is onsidered a single author doument.The importane of eah doument in the disambiguation proess is quanti�edusing the inverse host frequeny (IHF) fator proposed by Tan et al. [2006℄. IHF quan-ti�es the relative rarity of an Internet host among a suitable orpus of Web douments,akin to the Inverse Doument Frequeny metri [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999℄used in information retrieval. The idea is that pages from rare Web sites have moreimportane in the disambiguation proess than from ommon ones, suh as pages fromdigital libraries.Finally, we use a hierarhial agglomerative lustering proedure that groupsitations found in single author douments with high IHF. Suh douments are probablyurriula vitae or home pages ontaining itations of a single person. For those singleauthor douments with low IHF, we groups only those itations that are also foundtogether in other douments. Suh douments are probably pages of authors in digitallibraries, and we look for more evidene to group their itations, sine digital librariesmay ontain errors.The WER method deals at the same time with the split itation and mixed ita-tion problems [Lee, 2007; Lee et al., 2005℄. By putting into the same luster itationsthat are together in the same doument identi�ed as being of an ambiguous author,independently of spelling names of the authors in the itations, we are dealing with thesplit itation problem. On the other hand, by separating in distint lusters authorswhose itations do not appear together in any doument, even having the same spellingnames, we are dealing with the mixed itation problem.In the next setions we disuss the main steps of the WER method in details. Inorder to desribe the method, we onsider the �rst author name of eah itation as the



6.1. Obtaining Information from the Web 63ambiguous one. The method an be generalized by applying it to a spei� itation asmany times as needed, eah time seleting one of its oauthors as the ambiguous one.In this work, we refer to the ambiguous author name simply as the author name of theitation, and the other n− 1 author names as its oauthor names.
6.1 Obtaining Information from the WebIn Step 1, we reeive as input a list of itations ontaining ambiguous author names,submit queries to a Web searh engine, and ollet the top 10 douments from theanswer set of eah query. The goal is to generate a Web doument sub-olletion on-taining the publiations of the ambiguous authors. In partiular, the target of thequeries are urriula vitae and Web pages ontaining publiations of these authors.For this, we suggest two options for queries. To illustrate the options, we will usethe following working itation example: Using Web Information for Creating Publia-tion Venue Authority Files, authored by Denilson A. Pereira (whih is onsidered theambiguous author) and whose oauthors are Berthier Ribeiro-Neto, Nivio Ziviani andAlberto H. F. Laender. Note that the initials of the author name and stop words areremoved, exept when they are inside a quoted title.
• Query option 1: unquoted author name followed by the word �publiations�,followed by unquoted work title (e.g.: Denilson Pereira publiations Using WebInformation Creating Publiation Venue Authority Files).
• Query option 2: unquoted author name followed by quoted work title (e.g.: De-nilson Pereira �Using Web Information for Creating Publiation Venue AuthorityFiles�).Queries using quoted work title (as in query option 2) retrieve only doumentsthat really ontain the phrase formed by the work title, although they may not on-tain the target itation. The problem with this type of query is that input itationswith misspelling errors in the work title generate queries with no result. Queries usingunquoted work title (as in query options 1) may orretly retrieve itations with mis-spelling errors, although they also tend to retrieve douments that do not ontain thetarget itations.



64 Chapter 6. A Speifi Solution for Author Name Resolution6.2 Extrating Information from DoumentsIn Step 2, the Web doument sub-olletion formed by querying a Web searh engine isused as a soure of additional information for disambiguating author names. We keepno relationship between the itations used in a query and the douments in its answerset, thus the queries are used only to reate a Web doument sub-olletion to be usedin a lustering proedure. In order to be sure that a itation is really ontained in adoument, we look for it in text of the doument.In this step, we look for itations in the douments from the Web doumentsub-olletion, identify single author douments, and weight the importane of eahdoument in the proess of disambiguation, as follows.6.2.1 Looking for Citations in DoumentsTo identify whih douments ontain eah itation ci in the input list of itations C, welook for them in the Web doument sub-olletion D. We implemented a loal searhengine using CLuene [CLuene, 2008℄ to index and query D. For eah itation ci, weuse its list of author names Ai = {a1i, a2i, ..., ani}, its work title ti, and its publiationvenue title vi to submit queries to the loal searh engine. Three distint strategieswere used to reate queries depending on the size (the number of words without stopwords) of the work title ti.If ti omprises at least �ve words, the query is formed by the quoted title tifollowed by an AND lause that inludes the �rst four author names, or all authornames if |Ai| < 4. For eah author name aji, an OR lause is formed by the �rstname and the last surname. Considering the itation example in Setion 6.1, the querygenerated would be: �Using Web Information for Creating Publiation Venue AuthorityFiles� AND (Denilson OR Pereira) AND (Berthier OR Ribeiro-Neto) AND (Nivio ORZiviani) AND (Alberto OR Laender). If the query returns no doument, a sequene ofother similar queries is produed until one of them returns at least one doument orno more queries an be produed. In these other queries, the aim is to permit errorsof one word in the work title ti, i.e., the searhed work title may have a missing word,or one additional word, or one di�erent word, or a displaement of one word. We dothis by generating queries without one of the words in work title ti and using the slopfator of Luene [Gospodneti¢ and Hather, 2005℄.If ti omprises three or four words, the query is formed by the quoted title tifollowed by the �rst four author names, similarly to the previously desribed query,exept that it does not permit one word error.



6.2. Extrating Information from Douments 65If ti omprises only one or two words, the query is formed by the quoted title tifollowed by the �rst four author names, similarly to the previously desribed query,also not permitting one word error, followed by an AND statement using the �rst fourwords from the publiation venue title vi. Short titles may mislead the results, speiallygeneri titles suh as Geneti Programming, then we add the publiation venue title tothis type of query.From the result sets of the queries, we store, for eah doument di ∈ D, the listof itations it ontains. This information will be used to reate the lusters of authors.6.2.2 Identifying Single Author DoumentsSimply identifying the itations in eah doument is not enough to disambiguate au-thors. It is important to identify whether a doument ontains itations of a singleperson, whih we all single author doument. In the Web doument sub-olletion,we an �nd several types of non single author douments, for example, the text of anartile with its bibliographi referenes, the page of an artile from a digital library,suh as The ACM Digital Library or CiteSeer, that also ontains its bibliographi ref-erenes, a page with the list of artiles from a journal or onferene edition, and pagesof a olletion of artiles for a spei� purpose.We ompare author names using a funtion that reeives as input two strings,orresponding to two author names, ompares them, and returns true if the two namesare ompatibles. The funtion ompares eah of the individual fragments that omposethe names (inluding initials), ignoring the order in whih these fragments appear inthe input strings. If all fragments of one of the input strings math, the names areonsidered ompatibles. For example, �Pereira D. A.� and �D. Pereira� are ompatibles,and both are ompatible with �Denilson A. Pereira� and with �David A. Pereira�, butthe last two names are not ompatible. This funtion is similar to that presented byCota et al. [2007℄, but we do not use an edit distane funtion. In this work, we referto this funtion as CompareAuthors.To identify single author douments, we look for an author name in the pagetitle (the text between the HTML tags <title> and </title>) of a doument, in itsURL, and in the beginning of its text. If an author name appears alone in one of thesethree plaes, the same author name appears in all itations found in the doument,and the doument does not ontain the text of an artile, then the doument is a singleauthor doument. Formally, let Sj be the set of all itations found in a doument djand let Nj be the set of all author names in itations Sj. We identify dj as a singleauthor doument and ak ∈ Nj as its author if (a) ak is the only one author name in



66 Chapter 6. A Speifi Solution for Author Name Resolutionthe page title, or in the URL, or in the beginning of the text of dj , in this order, (b)every itation ci ∈ Sj ontains author ak, and () doument dj does not ontain twoof the words �Abstrat�, �Introdution�, �Referenes�, and �Citations� as a single wordin a line of its text. Comparison of author names uses the CompareAuthors funtion.To verify whether ak is the only one author name in the page title, or in the URL, orin the beginning of the text of doument dj , we proeed as follows:
• Page Title: if dj is an HTML page then extrat the text tj between tags <title>and </title>. For eah author name ak ∈ Nj, ompare, using CompareAuthors,strings ak and tj . If this omparison returns true for only one ak, then ak is theonly one author name in the page title of dj;
• URL: For eah author name ak ∈ Nj, verify whether one of the fragments thatomposes ak is a substring of the URL of dj. If this veri�ation returns true foronly one ak, then ak is the only one author name in the URL of dj;
• Text: Extrat the text tj of the �rst 20 lines of dj, limited to 1,000 haraters.Look, in text tj , for words suh as �urriulum vitae�, �resume�, �name�, �address�,�mail�, and �phone�. If one of these words is found, then redue text tj to 100haraters before and after the found word. For eah author name ak ∈ Nj ,ompares, using CompareAuthors, strings ak and tj. If this omparison returnstrue for only one ak, then ak is the only one author name in the beginning of thetext of doument dj.6.2.3 Weighting DoumentsIn the proess of disambiguation, we onsider itations in the same doument as beingof the same author. The problem is that a spei� itation may be found in more thanone doument. Then, it is neessary to weight the importane of eah doument inthe proess of disambiguation. For this objetive, we use the Inverse Host Frequeny(IHF), proposed by Tan et al. [2006℄. IHF quanti�es the relative rarity of an Internethost among a suitable orpus of Web douments, akin to the Inverse Doument Fre-queny measure [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999℄ used in information retrieval. Ifa hostname h has frequeny f(h), then its inverse host frequeny is omputed as:

IHF (h) = log 2
maxhf(h) + 1

f(h) + 1
+ 1The IHF idea is that pages from rare Web sites have more importane in theproess of disambiguation than ommon Web sites, suh as pages from digital libraries.



6.3. Clustering Citations 67We quantify the importane of a doument di in a Web doument sub-olletion Das the IHF value of the host of di, i.e., IHF (di) = IHF (h(di)). The Web orpus toompute IHF are all douments in the Web doument sub-olletion D that ontain atleast one itation.6.3 Clustering CitationsUsing information extrated in Step 2, we luster the input itations in suh way thateah luster should represent a distint author (person). We perform a hierarhialagglomerative lustering (HAC) proedure, grouping itations in the same doumenttogether in a bottom-up fashion, given by Algorithm 3.We start putting eah itation into a single luster (lines 1 to 5). After that, itfuses lusters onsidering the itations found in the same doument. First, it takesonly single author douments and sort them in desending order by IHF (lines 6 to 7).Using this order, for eah doument whose IHF is higher than a threshold (minIHF,line 10) and the author name ontained in the doument is ompatible with the authorname of some luster that ontains at least one itation found in that doument, thenwe fuses all lusters that ontain itations found in that doument (lines 9 to 12). Theidea is that the minIHF separates personal sites from sites of digital libraries. Thus, ifthe author of the doument is one of the ambiguous authors, then all itations in thedoument are of the same author and are grouped together. Compatibility betweennames are heked by the CompareAuthors funtion. To selet the author name of thefused lusters, we take the name with more fragments of size greater than one (notonsidering initials) among the fused lusters.A single author doument may be a doument from a oauthor of an ambiguousauthor. Based on a general heuristi that onsiders that very rarely two authors withompatible names that share a oauthor in ommon would be two di�erent people in thereal world [Cota et al., 2007; Laender et al., 2008b℄, we onsider oauthor's doumentas a weaker evidene to fuse lusters. In this ase, we fuse lusters with itations inthe oauthor's doument if it �nds at least one more doument from a distint hostthat also ontains itations from the lusters to be fused (lines 14 to 15). To fusetwo lusters, it is neessary to �nd two distint pairs of itations, eah pair formed byitations in distint lusters, in the same doument. If a luster has only one itation,then it is enough only one pair of itations. Similarly, douments with IHF less than orequal to minIHF need another evidene to have lusters fused. Douments from digitallibraries are good soures to disambiguate author names but they may ontain errors,



68 Chapter 6. A Speifi Solution for Author Name Resolution
Algorithm 3 WER - Clustering funtionRequire: Citations C = {c1, c2, ..., cn};Require: Web doument sub-olletion D = {d1, d2, ..., dm} with its information ex-trated in Step 2;Ensure: CL = {({cc1}, p1), ({cc2}, p2), ..., ({ccp}, pp)} where CL is the set of generatedlusters, cci is the set of itations in luster cli, and pi is the author name of cli;1: for eah itation ci do2: reate new luster cli;3: cci ← ci;4: pi ← author name of ci;5: end for6: S ← single author douments in D;7: sort douments in S in desending order by IHF ;8: for eah dj ∈ S in desending order do9: A← lusters that ontain at least one itation found in dj;10: if IHF (dj ) > minIHF and author name of dj is ompatible with the authorname of some luster in A then11: fuse all lusters in A;12: selet an author name for the fused lusters;13: else14: fuse lusters in A whih have ompatible author names and two pairs of distintitations found in a doument dk 6= dj whose host(dk) 6= host(dj);15: selet an author name for eah fused set of lusters;16: end if17: end for18: R← not single author douments in D;19: sort douments in R in desending order by IHF ;20: for eah dj ∈ R in desending order do21: A← single lusters that ontain itation found in dj;22: fuse lusters in A whih have ompatible author names;23: selet author name for eah fused set of lusters;24: end for



6.4. Experimental Evaluation 69then we look for evidenes in more than one site to fuse lusters.The last part of the algorithm (lines 18 to 24) uses non single author douments asa weak evidene to fuse single lusters. Most of these douments ontain bibliographireferenes of an artile, and we use a heuristi that onsiders that an artile usuallyontains itations to more than one artile of the same person, speially self-itations,i.e., itations to artiles from one of the oauthors. But being this a weak evidene, weuse it to fuse only single lusters with ompatible author names.6.4 Experimental EvaluationTo evaluate the spei� solution for author name resolution, we used the dataset de-sribed in Setion 5.3.1 and ompared the results against the generi solution and threeother baselines, as we desribe in what follows.To ompute IHF, we used all douments from the query answer sets of the 14 au-thor groups that ontained at least one itation. We obtained the threshold (minIHF )of Algorithm 3 using all these douments, and used the same �xed and normalized valueof 0.6 for eah author group.6.4.1 Results for the WER MethodTable 6.1 and Table 6.2 show the results for the WER method for the 14 groups ofambiguous authors. The results vary by group of authors but, on the average, theyare similar. A disadvantage of queries using quoted work titles (query option 2) isthat a simple misspelling error in the work title does not retrieve the orret itation,although this type of query tends to be better than those using unquoted work titles(query option 1) if there are few erroneous work titles. Note that a itation not retrievedby a quoted work title may be retrieved in a doument returned by a query of anotheritation of the same author, sine in its Step 2 we an �nd itations with errors of oneword in their work titles.For the 8, 442 itations in the test dataset, queries using unquoted work titles(query option 1) retrieved 41, 151 distint URLs. Queries using quoted work titles(query option 2) retrieved 20% less distint URLs, what means less proessing e�ortto extrat information from their douments.We also evaluated the auray of the strategy for the identi�ation of singleauthor douments. We randomly seleted a sample of 100 douments that ontainat least two itations and manually heked if they are single author douments. We



70 Chapter 6. A Speifi Solution for Author Name Resolution
Name K pF1 F1A. Gupta 0.90 0.88 0.21A. Kumar 0.86 0.88 0.20C. Chen 0.71 0.47 0.18D. Johnson 0.87 0.93 0.13J. Lee 0.69 0.62 0.09J. Martin 0.89 0.90 0.29J. Robinson 0.84 0.86 0.24J. Smith 0.72 0.62 0.06K. Tanaka 0.87 0.93 0.04M. Brown 0.76 0.73 0.16M. Jones 0.78 0.81 0.03M. Miller 0.79 0.79 0.07S. Lee 0.76 0.69 0.20Y. Chen 0.72 0.58 0.09Mean 0.80 0.76 0.14Std Dev 0.07 0.15 0.08Table 6.1. Results for the WER method using query option 1 (unquoted authorname + �publiations� + unquoted work title). �Std Dev� - Standard Deviation.
Name K pF1 F1A. Gupta 0.82 0.78 0.13A. Kumar 0.82 0.85 0.16C. Chen 0.74 0.56 0.16D. Johnson 0.81 0.80 0.19J. Lee 0.71 0.63 0.18J. Martin 0.88 0.89 0.29J. Robinson 0.94 0.96 0.53J. Smith 0.79 0.77 0.10K. Tanaka 0.82 0.86 0.14M. Brown 0.82 0.82 0.13M. Jones 0.81 0.84 0.08M. Miller 0.68 0.61 0.13S. Lee 0.78 0.81 0.23Y. Chen 0.75 0.65 0.13Mean 0.80 0.77 0.18Std Dev 0.07 0.12 0.11Table 6.2. Results for the WER method using query option 2 (unquoted authorname + quoted work title). �Std Dev� - Standard Deviation.



6.4. Experimental Evaluation 71orretly identi�ed 90% of these douments (with a on�dene interval of ± 5.9% at
95% on�dene).6.4.2 BaselinesWER was ompared with three baselines: the support vetor mahines based method(SVM) [Han et al., 2004℄, the k-way spetral lustering based method (KWAY)[Han et al., 2005℄, and the Web-based method using hierarhial agglomerative lus-tering (Web-HAC) [Tan et al., 2006℄. KWAY and SVM are lassial unsupervised andsupervised learning methods, respetively, and Web-HAC, like WER, is an unsuper-vised method that uses the Web as an external soure. Note that the omparison isnot with supervised and unsupervised methods per se, but with the strategies adoptedby the original works [Han et al., 2004, 2005; Tan et al., 2006℄. KWAY and SVM useonly basi itation metadata, whereas Web-HAC and WER also use data from theWeb. In addition, KWAY and Web-HAC use privileged information about the numberof lusters.In SVM, eah author name (individual person) is assoiated with an author lassand the lassi�er for that lass is trained. Eah itation is represented by a featurevetor with its attribute values as features and the frequeny of its attribute valuesas the feature weight. In this work, eah itation is represented by a feature vetor,with eah author and oauthor name, and eah term in the work and publiation venuetitles orresponding to a feature, and TF-IDF (Term Frequeny - Inverse DoumentFrequeny) being the feature weight. We run SVM 10 times, eah time using 50% of thedata, seleted at random, for training and the others 50% for test. For the experiments,we used an RBF kernel funtion and the LibSVM pakage [LibSVM, 2009℄. We alsoused the LibSVM Grid program to �nd the best parameter values (ost and gamma)for every training step, i.e., before applying the method to eah test data.KWAY does not use any training data, although it onsiders that the numberof orret lusters is previously known. This disambiguation method uses a K-wayspetral lustering, a graph model where eah itation is represented by a vertex of anundireted graph, and the edge weight between two verties represents the similaritybetween the orresponding itations. The disambiguation problem onsists in splittingthe graph so that itations that are more similar to eah other belong to the sameluster. In [Han et al., 2005℄, eah itation is represented by a feature vetor whereeah feature orresponds to an element of a given instane of one of its attributes. Inthis work, the vetors were onstruted with the same features and feature weightsused by the SVM method. We used the SpetralLIB pakage [SpetralLIB, 2009℄ in its



72 Chapter 6. A Speifi Solution for Author Name Resolutionimplementation.Web-HAC is a hierarhial agglomerative lustering method that omputes thepairwise similarity of itations using the osine similarity to derive a number of lusterspreviously known. For eah itation, it submits a query to a Web searh engine usingthe orresponding work quoted title to obtain a set of relevant URLs. Eah itation isthen represented by a feature vetor, whose features are the relevant URLs weightedby their IHFs. In the implementation of Web-HAC, we used hostnames to alulateIHF and the single link sheme for hierarhial agglomerative lustering. Queries weresubmitted using the Google Searh API, and the top 10 URLs of eah answer set weretaken.6.4.3 Comparison with BaselinesTable 6.3 shows the omparison of the spei� solution (WER spei�) against thegeneri solution (WER generi) and the unsupervised methods Web-HAC and KWAY.We use the query option 1 (unquoted author name + �publiations� + unquoted worktitle). As we an see, WER (spei�) outperforms the two baselines Web-HAC andKWAY under all metris, and is statistially tied with WER (generi) under K andpF1 metris. The generi solution outperforms KWAY under all metris and it isstatistially tied with Web-HAC.Method K (%) pF1 (%) F1 (%)WER (spei�) 0.80 ± 0.04 0.76 ± 0.08 0.14 ± 0.05WER (generi) 0.72 ± 0.05 0.66 ± 0.09 0.04 ± 0.02Web-HAC 0.63 ± 0.06 0.46 ± 0.14 0.05 ± 0.03KWAY 0.50 ± 0.04 0.36 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.01Table 6.3. Comparison of the spei� solution (WER spei�) against the generisolution (WER generi) and the unsupervised methods Web-HAC and KWAY.Eah ell shows the mean value among the 14 groups of authors for the K, pairwise(pF1), and luster F1 (F1) metris, and its 95% on�dene interval.As the generi solution, Web-HAC does not analyze the ontent of the douments,thus a non single author doument with high IHF, for instane, an artile with itsbibliographi referenes, an be used as evidene to fuse lusters of distint authors.Analyzing the ontent of the douments, the spei� solution outperforms Web-HAC.Note that WER does not use the privileged information about the number of lustersto be generated. Even using this information, Web-HAC does not reah the orretnumber of lusters beause there were not enough similarities among itations to fuselusters. Analyzing the results of Web-HAC, we also note the following problems: (i)



6.4. Experimental Evaluation 73sine it uses only quoted titles to formulated the queries, a simple misspelling errorprodues inorret results or no results at all, whih makes the orresponding featurevetors meaningless and (ii) generi work titles suh as Parallel Proessing deviate theresult, retrieving pages that do not ontain the itation (beause of this problem, WERinludes the author name in its queries, whih adds more ontext to retrieve itations,and after that it looks for itations permitting small errors). Like Web-HAC, WER(spei�) also uses a hierarhial agglomerative lustering strategy, however, there isno threshold to stop fusing lusters.Table 6.4 shows the omparison of the spei� solution (WER spei�) againstthe generi solution (WER generi) and the supervised learning based method SVM.The WER method uses the query option 1 (unquoted author name + �publiations�+ unquoted work title). For a fair omparison, we run WER (spei� and generi)10 times, eah time using the same 50% of the data used by SVM for testing. Thepresented results are an average of these 10 runs. As we an see, the spei� solutionoutperforms the generi solution and both are statistially tied with SVM. However,WER (spei� and generi) does not use any training data whereas SVM does, whihis per se a major advantage from a pratial viewpoint. Note, however, that SVM usesonly basi itation metadata as in [Han et al., 2004℄, whereas WER uses additionalWeb information that provides stronger evidene for the disambiguation task.Method K (%) pF1 (%) F1 (%)WER (spei�) 0.82 ± 0.04 0.80 ± 0.07 0.29 ± 0.07WER (generi) 0.71 ± 0.05 0.62 ± 0.08 0.17 ± 0.04SVM 0.77 ± 0.04 0.66 ± 0.08 0.20 ± 0.05Table 6.4. Comparison of the spei� solution (WER spei�) against the generisolution (WER generi) and the supervised learning based method (SVM). Eahell shows the mean value among the 14 groups of authors for the K, pairwise(pF1), and luster F1 (F1) metris, and its 95% on�dene interval.
6.4.4 ImprovementsSo far, we have presented the essene of the WER method. In this setion, we presentadditional strategies that an be used to improve its e�etiveness.6.4.4.1 Another query optionBesides the two query options presented in Setion 6.1, we also evaluated a third queryoption to obtain information from the Web, whih is desribed as follows.



74 Chapter 6. A Speifi Solution for Author Name ResolutionQuery option 3: unquoted author name followed by three unquoted work titles.To �nd three work titles to ompose a query, we reate lusters of authors with ompat-ible names and having at least one ommon oauthor with ompatible names, exatlyas done in [Cota et al., 2007℄. This is a simple and pratial strategy whih generatespure, but fragmented lusters. We use these lusters only to generate queries, afterwhih they are not used for any other purpose. For eah author luster, we generate nqueries, if n > 3, where n is the number of itations in the luster, using a sliding andirular window. Eah query ontains the unquoted luster author name followed bythree unquoted work titles, as follows, onsidering a the author name. Query1: a t1 t2

t3, query2: a t2 t3 t4, ..., queryn−2: a tn−2 tn−1 tn, queryn−1: a tn−1 tn t1, and queryn:
a tn t1 t2. If n ≤ 3, it generates only one query ontaining the unquoted luster authorname followed by n unquoted work titles.Table 6.5 shows the results for the WER method using query option 3. We ansee that the results are slightly better than those of the other query options. This kindof query tends to retrieve only douments that ontain the three work titles in thesame page, although the e�ay of the result depends on the quality of the generatedlusters. Query option 3 retrieved 14.4% less distint URLs than query option 2 and
31.5% less than query option 1, what means less proessing e�ort to extrat informationfrom the douments. Name ACP AAP K pF1 F1A. Gupta 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.19A. Kumar 0.98 0.76 0.86 0.87 0.21C. Chen 0.93 0.60 0.75 0.57 0.16D. Johnson 0.86 0.74 0.80 0.82 0.06J. Lee 0.87 0.54 0.69 0.61 0.11J. Martin 0.97 0.84 0.90 0.90 0.29J. Robinson 1.00 0.81 0.90 0.92 0.28J. Smith 0.77 0.81 0.79 0.76 0.09K. Tanaka 0.99 0.75 0.87 0.93 0.04M. Brown 0.97 0.69 0.82 0.80 0.18M. Jones 0.99 0.65 0.80 0.84 0.09M. Miller 0.99 0.63 0.79 0.79 0.10S. Lee 0.87 0.79 0.83 0.87 0.19Y. Chen 0.84 0.65 0.74 0.73 0.08Mean 0.92 0.73 0.82 0.81 0.15Std Dev 0.07 0.10 0.06 0.11 0.08Table 6.5. Results for the WER method using query option 3 (unquoted authorname + three unquoted work titles). �Std Dev� - Standard Deviation.We also tested the ombination of the three query options, i.e, we used the union



6.4. Experimental Evaluation 75of the doument sets returned by the three query options, but this ombination didnot improve the results.6.4.4.2 Combining additional informationMany works have employed basi itation metadata suh as oauthor names, worktitles and publiation venue titles as features to disambiguate author names. Fusionof lusters in hierarhial lustering methods an be performed in phases, and in eahphase distint evidene an be used to fuse lusters [Cota et al., 2007; Laender et al.,2008b℄. For this proess to work well, eah phase needs to deliver very pure lusters(i.e., lusters with few mixed itations) to the next phase.As we an see by the ACP and AAP metris, respetively, in Table 6.5, the WERmethod produes very pure but very fragmented (i.e., itations from the same authorspread in di�erent lusters) sets of lusters. The fragmention happens mainly due tothe fat that itations not found in the Web or found only in a doument with lowIHF fator are put into single lusters by WER. We an take advantage of this fatby using WER in a �rst phase of a hierarhial lustering proess and applying otherpiees of evidene in a seond phase to ontinue fusing lusters.We experimented by using oauthor information to fuse lusters after applyingthe WER method. Table 6.6 shows the results. We an see that the fragmentationhas improved, inreasing K, although the purity has dereased. The strategy to fuselusters using oauthor information works as follows. In a hierarhial manner, theexisting lusters with ompatible author names are pairwise ompared. Two lustersare fused if they have at least 10% of the total of their oauthor names ompatible,restrited to a minimum equal to 1 and to maximum equal to the number of oathorsin the smaller luster. This proess ontinues until no more lusters an be fused.6.4.5 Analysis of Failure CasesIn this setion, we show some ases for whih the method has failed, disuss the reasonsfor these failures, and illustrate them with some examples. A major ase of failure ofthe WER method is due to itations not found on the Web (about 7% of the itationsin the test dataset), sine WER generates single lusters with these itations. Themain reasons for this are (i) misspelling errors in more than one word in work titlesand (ii) existene of inorret itations in the test dataset.As desribed in Setion 6.2, the WER method is able to �nd itations with atmost one inorret word in the work title. The test dataset we are using was gener-ated in 2005 by Han et al. [2005℄ by olleting data from DBLP. As DBLP has been



76 Chapter 6. A Speifi Solution for Author Name ResolutionName ACP AAP K pF1 F1A. Gupta 0.88 0.96 0.92 0.90 0.36A. Kumar 0.98 0.83 0.90 0.91 0.36C. Chen 0.84 0.72 0.78 0.64 0.24D. Johnson 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.16J. Lee 0.68 0.74 0.71 0.59 0.22J. Martin 0.97 0.93 0.95 0.93 0.71J. Robinson 1.00 0.90 0.95 0.96 0.69J. Smith 0.75 0.88 0.82 0.78 0.12K. Tanaka 0.95 0.85 0.90 0.94 0.18M. Brown 0.94 0.79 0.87 0.88 0.29M. Jones 0.98 0.81 0.89 0.92 0.17M. Miller 0.99 0.84 0.91 0.90 0.32S. Lee 0.79 0.85 0.82 0.85 0.30Y. Chen 0.77 0.76 0.76 0.75 0.17Mean 0.88 0.83 0.86 0.84 0.31Std Dev 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.11 0.18Table 6.6. Results using oauthor information to fuse lusters after applying theWER method. �Std Dev� - Standard Deviation.ontinually updated, some itations an no more be found in DBLP pages and itseems they no longer exist in any other site on the Web (we heked several asesmanually). For instane, the itation �Akhil Kumar, Zigzag Path-based MathingAlgorithms for High Availability and Load Balaning, manusript� is not listed inAkhil Kumar's DBLP page (http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/∼ley/db/indies/a-tree/k/Kumar:Akhil.html). Furthermore, ambiguous author names of some itationsin the test dataset are inorret. For instane, the itation �Cowley AW Jr, TonellatoPJ., The Physiome: Tool for Physiologial Genomis, Pro. of On Designing the Phys-iome Projet, 1997� is inorretly attributed to C. Chen. As WER uses ambiguousauthor names to query a Web searh engine and look for itations in the answer set, ifan author name is inorret its itation is not found.Another ase of failure of the WER method happens due to the fat thatsome itations are found only in pages of digital libraries, for instane, the ita-tion �Edward Rothburg and Anoop Gupta, An E�ient Blok-oriented Approahto Parallel Sparse Cholesky Fatorization, Superomputing, 1993�. In ases likethis, if there is no more than one page from di�erent digital libraries ontain-ing a same itation, WER generates fragmented lusters. Furthermore, digi-tal libraries ontain errors that may ause inorret fusion of lusters by WER.For instane, the itation �J. R. Smith, S.-F. Chang, Quadtree Segmentationfor Texture-Based Image Query, ACM Multimedia, 1994� is authored by John



6.4. Experimental Evaluation 77R. Smith aording to the URL http://www.tr.olumbia.edu/∼jrsmith/pubs-to-2003.htm, but in DBLP this same itation is listed in the page of Jonathan M.Smith aording to the URL http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/∼ley/db/indies/a-tree/s/Smith:Jonathan_M=.html.Finally, we present an example of failure on the identi�ation of single author do-uments. The doument in http://www.s.usb.edu/∼teo/publiations/OTHERSOCJR.html whose author name is �Teo�lo F. Gonzalez�, oauthor of �D. Johnson�, does nothave his name appearing in the page title, URL, or in the beginning of the text of thedoument. Thus, WER was not able to identify it as a single author doument.





Chapter 7Conlusions and Future Work
In this hapter, we summarize our aomplishments and present �nal onlusions. Wealso suggest future diretions to improve the general method and to develop spei�solutions to be applied in digital libraries.7.1 ConlusionsWe have presented a novel method that uses information extrated from the Web forentity resolution and reation of authority �les. We proposed a sequene of stepsto submit queries to a Web searh engine, extrat information from douments inthe answer sets, and reate lusters of reords based on the extrated infomation.We take advantage of sophistiated mathing proedures and of the large repositoriesimplemented by the modern Web searh engines. The method is generi and anbe applied to di�erent types of entity. We implemented a on�gurable frameworkontaining basi operations for generi entity resolution and reation of authority �lesthat an be extended for domain-spei� appliations. It is usefull for simulations,permitting to model di�erent strategies for entity resolution and assess their results.We evaluated our method using real datasets olleted from the Web. Thesedatasets re�et typial entity resolution problems faed by Web atalog servies anddigital libraries that ollet data from Web sites. The results indiate large gainsin the quality of entity resolution when applied to three distint datasets, ahievinggains in the pairwise F1 metri up to 125% when ompared to the seleted baselines.In the reation of authority �les, the method is able of expanding abbreviated formsand obtaining anonial names of good quality, and it an also produe aronymsautomatially. We also presented a speialized solution for author name resolutionthat obtains better results when ompared to unsupervised baseline methods, and it79



80 Chapter 7. Conlusions and Future Workis statistially tied with a supervised learning based method, whih requires humanlabeling and expensive training time.The Web is a valuable soure of information to disambiguate referenes to primaryentities. The hallenge is to �nd the right douments and extrat information fromthem. We proposed to submit queries to a Web searh engine to �nd douments andsome heuristis to extrat inferred attributes from them. However, the experimentsshow that there is no spei� ombination of Web-inferred attributes that is goodfor all datasets. The set of URLs and the heading are good evidenes, speially whenombined between them and with other attributes. The aronym is valuable to improvethe results but they are not usually found in all datasets. The set of titles and the setof texts are not good evidene to be used as we proposed, but they were used indiretlyto obtain the heading.We proposed to solve the problems of entity resolution and authority �le at thesame time. Both problems have in ommon the task of disambiguating entity referenes,and after this step, in the authority �le problem, an authority name is hosen torepresent a anonial name for eah entity. The heading Web-inferred attribute is usedto generate the anonial name of eah entity. Suh attribute, in general, represents abetter name than the original one of the primary entities. We used it to disambiguateentity referenes and to generate anonial names at the same time.We also evaluated the in�uenes of the lustering proedure in the results. Weimplemented two of them: KNN and HAC with single link. In all experiments, the bestresults were obtained using KNN. Both lustering proedures su�er from a haininge�et in whih two lusters may be fored together due to the fat that a single reordin a luster is lose to a single reord in the other luster, even though the others maybe very distant. This suggests that other lustering strategies should be investigatedto be more onlusive.The use of Web-inferred attributes suh as URLs and aronyms are interestingbeause they provide additional evidene to disambiguate entity referenes besidestheir labels. They are useful to separate in distint lusters referenes that have verysimilar labels but represent distint entities, and to put into the same luster referenesontaining totally distint labels. This does not work well in methods that use onlystring mathing tehniques suh as edit distane or osine to ompare reords. Althoughour method works well for suh ases, it also fails in other ones. We analyzed some asesof failure in the methods and observed that some queries an bring douments thatontain no information about a primary entity, speially for generi or very ambiguousstrings, for instane, the string �Computer� as a journal title. Besides, it does not workwell for referenes to primary entities ontaining very spei� strings suh as those



7.2. Future Work 81that ontain several attribute values embedded in a single attribute. For example, aprinter desription that also ontains other data suh as speed, memory, and size. Thehallenge is to identify whether a doument or a Web-inferred attribute value is goodor not. The method also fails when the information ontained in a reord an not befound by querying a Web searh engine.Although generi solutions may be applied to many di�erent datasets, in someases, spei� knowledge about an appliation an be used to reate spei� solutionsthat obtain better results. In this work, we proposed a spei� solution for authorname resolution. We proposed and evaluated some heuristis to identify doumentsontaining itations of a single author and a lustering proedure that groups itationsin the same doument together. The framework was implemented in suh way thatspei� solutions may be reated by extending its ode.7.2 Future WorkFollowing, we suggest how to ontinue this work improving the generi method. Wealso suggest to develop an appliation to disambiguate bibliographi itations and takestatistis about publiations of an institution.7.2.1 Improving the Generi SolutionThere are many interesting diretions we an follow to improve the generi solution.We suggest the following:
• to investigate other forms to use the Web-inferred attributes set of titles and setof texts. In the experiments, we did not obtain good results using them, but theyontain valuable information that must be better analyzed. An option would beto verify whih referenes to primary entities eah text ontains and orrelatethem;
• to study the use of supervised methods to ombine weights and ranking fun-tions. Supervised methods suh as SVM [Vapnik, 1995℄ or Random Forests[Breiman, 2001℄ may be used to ombine weights and ranking funtions usingdomain-spei� and Web-inferred attributes in the lustering proedure, similarto the works of Bilenko et al. [2003℄ and Cohen et al. [2003b℄. Or to ombinethem using geneti programming suh as in [de Carvalho et al., 2008℄;
• to study strategies to verify whether a doument in the result set of a queryis valuable or not to the disambiguation task, similar to the spei� solution for



82 Chapter 7. Conlusions and Future Workauthor name resolution. For example, to disambiguate repliated hotels, a page ofa travel ageny is not a good doument beause it ontains several distint hotels.However, to disambiguate produts that belong to the same manufaturer, a pageof a manufaturer ontaining its produts is a good doument;
• to evaluate the impat of the Web searh engine in the results. We only used theGoogle Searh Engine in all experiments. It is important to experiment otherWeb searh engines to evaluate how muh Google in�uened our results;
• to implement the solution using the paradigm of loud omputing. The idea is too�er a servie that provides data about eah one of the steps of the framework,permitting a user to develop spei� solutions for her appliations. For instane,she an ask for the set of URLs or an aronym of a referene to a primary entity.7.2.2 Disambiguating Bibliographi CitationsFrom the experiene of developing spei� solutions for reating publiation venue au-thority �les [Pereira et al., 2008℄ and for disambiguating author names [Pereira et al.,2009b℄, we intend to improve suh solutions and to develop new ones in order to disam-biguate bibliographi itations. This is an important problem faed by digital libraries.The intention is to develop better strategies to assess the researh quality in Brazil-ian institutions. In [Laender et al., 2008a℄, they identify the pro�le of the sienti�publiations of the main Computer Siene departments in Brazil and worldwide, gen-erating statistial data about them, for example, venue titles and venue types (journal,onferene, workshop) in whih eah institution publishes more artiles. Their study isbased on data from DBLP [Ley, 2002℄. In order to inrease the overage of this dataset,adding other data soures, it is important to reliably identify individuals, institutions,and publiation venues assoiated with eah publiation. Our work may be usefull inthis disambiguation task.In order to develop an appliation to identify the publiation pro�le of an aa-demi institution, we need to exeute the following steps:1. To ollet the researhers' publiations from the Web. We an use a Web searhengine to ollet douments ontaining bibliographi itations and then to identifysingle author douments as we did in [Pereira et al., 2009b℄.2. To extrat the itations of a doument and identify eah �eld of a itation. Wean use tools suh as in [da Silva et al., 2007℄ and [Cortez et al., 2007℄.3. To identify repliated itations. We an use our solution for entity resolution.



7.2. Future Work 834. To disambiguate entities suh as authors and publiation venues. We an alsouse our solution for entity resolution.We an improve the solution to disambiguate author names extrating from theWeb douments information suh as e-mail, address, a�liation, and author's full namesfrom single author douments. This information is normally available in the urriulavitae of authors. We an also ombine strategies to disambiguate author names andpubliation venue titles at the same time. Moreover, we an reate and maintain a largepubliation venue authority �le in omputer siene, developing strategies to insert newentries into it, keeping its quality.
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